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This project/thesis is a combination of personal reflection on my family's work 
towards building a homestead and the research that has driven, and been driven by, our 
homesteading goals and desires.  The history of homesteading is included to situate our 
homestead into the larger homesteading history in Maine and in the country. Recalling 
our own motivations to control our food security and food sovereignty that is traditionally
tied to commercial agriculture, I integrate the topics of genetically modified organisms 
and concentrated animal feeding operations and the reasons we chose to avoid both. Our 
concern for the environment, distrust in food that has been genetically altered, and 
concern over the lack of transparency from food corporations have led us to avoid 
consuming genetically modified organisms. Similarly, our concern about damage to the 
environment, consumer health, and animal welfare provided motivation to begin 
practicing small scale animal husbandry in an attempt to provide our homestead with 
meat and meat products not raised in a concentrated animal feeding operation setting. 
What we cannot produce on our own homestead we purchase locally, taking part in the 
efforts to create a self-sufficient community. Unfortunately, our ability to provide non-
GMO produce and non-CAFO meat and meat products for our family hinges on the laws 
and regulations of our town and state. Fortunately, many towns in Maine are attempting 
to protect the food sovereignty and security of their communities by creating ordinances 
that protect the rights of both consumer and producer in the name of self-sufficiency, a 
state-wide response to industrial agriculture. This study examines our decision to 
homestead as a personal and sustainable response to the dangers inherent in industrial 
agriculture. 
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INTRODUCTION
By mid-April, 2015, the snow has melted and I can finally mark out the 
expansions for the gardens.  The flock of laying hens and their ever-vigilant rooster are 
out roaming around enjoying the sun while I'm trapped inside poking keys in hopes of 
making some headway with my thoughts. Twelve baby chicks are hunkered in their 
brooder box in the basement, their peeping almost a mockery of the tapping of my keys. 
My thoughts keep drifting to the long checklist of things to accomplish by the end of the 
month, but most importantly, to Sunday afternoon when we'll welcome another sixteen 
baby chicks into our basement, along with possibly picking up some blueberry bushes. 
The past month has made me pause a few times with the realization that we are 
actually doing this: my husband and I are building our homestead. We've found a good 
home for my favorite rooster who didn't mesh with our flock of layers. We had to learn 
how to give antibiotic injections to our remaining rooster, who taught us that chickens 
can be allergic to hay. For the first time ever, we handed over hopefully viable eggs to a 
fellow homesteader with an incubator. In return we hope to get a few more meat birds in 
return as she doesn't slaughter her roosters, a great trade since the birds would be raised 
by someone else and we would get free meat. This summer we're adding another 200 
square feet of gardening space to our already existing 652 square feet – which doesn't 
include the raspberry bushes or asparagus that we planted two years ago. I'm in the 
process of hunting down a manual for my new-to-me one-hundred year old treadle 
sewing machine that my brother gave me this past December. I'm hoping the treadle can 
replace my old electric machine.
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When my husband and I bought our house in the summer of 2008, we had no idea
what we really were looking to get out of this tiny, 1,250 square foot home. We have less 
than an acre of land, half of which is swamp, and we are located a third of a mile from 
Route 2 and downtown Norridgewock, Maine. We had planned on staying here only four 
or five years, until we could get careers going and find a better place to move to. I had 
planned on planting a small garden, maybe a 6 foot by 8 foot patch, and having three or 
four laying hens. I figured that would be enough to keep me busy and satisfy my desire to
feed my family from our own land. 
Then our plans changed. In the course of one year we decided to aim for greater 
self-sufficiency. The rising cost of fuel was already impacting the price of groceries, and 
we feared it would continue to climb steadily. At this point we were a family of two 
adults. Seeing such a sharp increase in food costs made us worry about how we would 
feed our future family. Parallel increases in heating oil brought us to the realization that, 
while we could afford to keep up the mortgage and a roof over our heads, affording food 
and heat could become difficult if there were ever a true emergency. Discussions about 
wood boilers versus pellet stoves versus wood stoves carried well into the night with 
daylight bringing conversations on where additional gardens could be placed on the 
property. 
Canning became a necessary skill for me to learn. That, along with freezing foods,
would help us take the first leap towards breaking our dependency on store bought food. 
While I grew up seeing my mom and grandmothers can, what they did was a hobby only. 
The most recent memory I have of my mother canning is from when I was around six or 
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seven. After that, we moved into town and life became too hectic for a garden or 
preserving. I had to begin teaching myself this skill from step one with help from sources 
on the internet and numerous books on the topic. I stuck to “fail-proof” recipes 
containing enough acidity to hold no threat of producing botulism, a dangerous toxin that 
prefers to grow in the oxygen-less space created in canned goods. Homemade jams, 
pickles, and tomato sauce have replaced store bought varieties.
Our first garden, done as a hobby, contained only a few plants each of peas, 
beans, and tomatoes. That was 2009. For the current growing season, 2015, we have 
planted a dozen different annual fruits and vegetables, ten different herbs, and three 
perennial fruits and rhubarb. We are still in the process of figuring out what grows best on
our land and how to get optimum yield, but we are constantly adding to our “crops to 
grow” list. To supplement all this we spend practically every weekend of July and August
traveling to local pick-your-own farms to gather strawberries, blueberries, raspberries, 
and apples, all items not fully established on our homestead. 
If I had to pin down a single moment when our homestead truly started, it would 
be this moment in 2011: Pregnant and tired from work, on a Wednesday afternoon in June
I clambered into my husband's truck. We were on our way to pick up what would be the 
beginning of what many homesteaders label “chicken math.” We had found a listing in 
the local buy/swap/trade guide for two laying hens and a chicken tractor – a portable 
chicken coop – for the meager sum of fifty dollars. A family farm an hour away from us 
had a few of these “chicken and tractor kits” that their daughters were selling as part of a 
4-H project. It made for a late night and an interesting trip, driving back past dark with a 
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chicken tractor sticking out the bed of the truck and two sleeping hens behind our seat, 
snuggled in a cat carrier. My husband had grown up with chickens, but I was still 
recovering from a fear of birds. I figured two was a manageable number of birds to start 
with. One month later, I adopted another. This year, only four years after beginning our 
chicken venture, we have over thirty-five birds on our parcel of land during most of the 
summer, consisting of a layer flock of sixteen and roughly twenty birds that will go to 
“freezer camp” to feed our growing family. Are these numbers firm, set in stone? Of 
course not. Our animal husbandry plans, just like the rest of our homestead, is forever 
changing to fit our interests and needs.
In 2011, I became pregnant with our first child. Between 2008 and 2011, my 
husband and I had decided that we would probably stay in this house for about ten years 
and had slowly come to the realization that we wanted to grow as much of our own food 
as possible, aiming to be as self-sufficient as we could be. Becoming pregnant with our 
son really brought the idea home for us. We wanted our children to know not only where 
their food came from but how to raise their own food – plants and meat. With the distance
between Maine and conglomerate food hubs, the rising cost of gas, political upheaval 
globally, and the regular news reports of food recalls, I was starting to doubt the wisdom 
of our reliance on the grocery store as a primary source for food. These concerns about 
food security helped us shape our decision to move forward with our goal of self-
sufficiency. 
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Even with what steps we had started taking on our own towards self-sufficiency, I 
knew I needed to learn as much as possible about the skill sets of my grandparents, skills 
such as canning, knitting, gardening, sewing, and crocheting. While teaching myself 
these skills, in 2009 I began taking courses for a Masters in Interdisciplinary Studies with
a concentration in Maine Studies. My advisor in college had mentioned the 1960s/1970s 
back-to-the-land movement in Maine a few times in class. I was skeptical of the 
extremism that seemed to characterized the writings of the back-to-the-land era, but 
something struck a chord. I had been reading about permaculture and sustainable 
landscaping for a few months and had also come across similar concepts as those 
mentioned by the back-to-the-landers, such as complimentary planting, succession 
planting, natural pest deterrents, and the necessity of avoiding artificial fertilizers. In 
exploring websites and talking to other people about the back-to-the-landers, people 
asked, “Are you a homesteader?” Based on my principals and hobbies, many had pinned 
this word on me even with what little my husband and I were doing in our attempts at 
self-sufficiency. When my graduate work began to cohere, our attempts at homesteading 
grew as did my desire to know more about the history of homesteading and techniques of 
other homesteaders. Up to this point I had only heard of the back-to-the-land movement. 
Our experience has been vastly different from the back-to-the-landers: we didn't take on 
this lifestyle as a means of dropping out of current culture, but as a slow change to a more
natural lifestyle, one married to the seasons and ebb and flow of nature. We use modern 
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technology which has allowed us to become more self-sufficient and has also proven vital
in teaching ourselves skills that have been lost between our grandparents' generation and 
our own. Has our experience been similar to other modern homesteaders? 
In order to get the most out of my research into the methods and strategies of 
other homesteaders, I limited my focus to Maine homesteaders. In part this decision 
reflected my hopes to build connections between this research and my personal life as a 
homesteader. Thankfully such a network has emerged. Through ten surveys and two 
interviews conducted via e-mail during the chaotic planting season, I have been able to 
gather information on what other homesteaders are accomplishing in Maine and their 
motives behind homesteading. We have been able to learn from many of these 
experienced homesteaders who stepped into this lifestyle long before us. The 
homesteaders surveyed and interviewed are dispersed around the state and reflect a very 
broad spectrum on how to homestead in Maine. Research in the local newspapers and 
current writings on related topics support not only what I've discovered as a homesteader,
but also what other homesteaders cite as their homesteading motivations and concerns. 
Further, this research focuses on Maine because of the specific challenges that the 
state itself faces in regard to food sovereignty, the control of food choices and production,
and food security, being able to have enough food to live a healthy life. While there are 
indeed homesteaders across the United States, each area and each state possesses specific 
challenges for the homesteaders who live there. These challenges are not limited to just 
the length of the growing season or overall climate. Political battles for food sovereignty, 
levels in food security, and the ability or inability to network also varies in different 
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regions. Talking with other homesteaders in Maine gave me insight into their particular 
challenges and successes. As we try to work our small parcel of land to its greatest 
efficiency, it has been an interesting experience to work through the problems that arise 
on the homestead. 
As I became more convinced of the necessity for food security, I felt it would be 
wise to research other facets of commercial food production. It's hard to tell which came 
first: our lifestyle changes – wanting to avoid genetically modified foods and 
commercially produced meat, and to shop as locally as possible, etc. - or my graduate 
work. The two seemed to feed off one another. I started growing our plants organically 
the first year we bought the house, but I had never thought about the difference among 
genetically modified seeds, hybrid seeds, and heirloom seeds. After reading about 
genetically modified organisms (GMOs) and the mixing of DNA from essentially random
creatures and the adding in of toxic chemicals genetically, I grew increasingly opposed to
the idea of growing something so unnatural for us to eat.1 The more I learned about GMO
seeds, the more I rejected the entire concept of GMOs. Similarly, we learned about 
concentrated animal feeding operations (CAFOs). Until two years ago, I was still buying 
inexpensive meat from the local grocery store to stock our freezers. When meat recalls 
became a national issue, I began thinking about how the animals were raised and the 
horror they must have gone through. I recalled reading Upton Sinclar's The Jungle in high
school, but thought that such stories of physical abuse, malnutrition, and disturbing living
conditions could not possibly be a current issue. 
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I started researching industrially raised meat by borrowing two books from a 
friend. Michael Pollan's The Omnivore's Dilemma defines in detail the paths that four 
different meals take from the farm to table, including meats from the commercial feedlots
and pesticide-riddled produce. His work In Defense of Food studies the increase of 
processed and commercially grown foods in connection with the growing lack of 
nutrition and health on a national scale. These two books prompted questions about what 
I was putting on my plate and led me down a path of constant research and discovery. As 
a result of this research, we now raise our own meat birds and buy local meats from other
local homesteaders, farmers, and community supported agricultural shares. 
The one thing that has remained constant in our drive for homesteading has been 
our set of motivations: to eat healthy foods, to teach our children, now four-year-old and 
three-months-old, about food sovereignty, and to bring back the skills and tools necessary
to increase our self-sufficiency. This paper is a combination of personal homestead 
experience and research on the topics most important to our homestead experience thus 
far, such as genetically modified organisms, concentrated animals feeding operations, 
food sovereignty and food security. Successful homesteading in Maine takes many forms,
yet it includes common goals among homesteaders. The future of homesteading in 
Maine, with its rich history of organic farming, its recent trend towards local food, its 
increase in small farms, and its movement towards progressive legislation in agricultural 
matters, offers an opportunity for food sovereignty and security in the state, moving 
Maine's citizens away from reliance on an oil-based food web while providing a 
promising future for prospective homesteaders. 
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CHAPTER ONE: WHO ARE HOMESTEADERS?
I hang up my cell phone and lay my head down on the kitchen table to take a 
quick rest. I don't mind making plans for when people want to visit, but it seems as if 
most want to visit in the spring. I'm not agoraphobic. I get it: the snow's finally gone, it's 
warm enough for the kids to play outside, the roads are ice-free, and we don't have to 
wear six layers to stay warm. Most people are waiting to get out and socialize, and I'll 
admit that I'm one of them, but my idea of socializing doesn't take the form of vacations 
and play dates. Socializing takes an agrarian, homesteading form for me. Trips to the 
feed store renew connections made in previous seasons. Chats about chicks, local events, 
fairs, and the impending planting season are overheard in practically every aisle. Picking
up an order of spring seeds from the local co-op renews our personal faith in our ability 
to feed ourselves without depending on mass agriculture. At the post office it is thrilling 
to hear cheeping and squawking coming from the baby birds awaiting the trip to their 
new home. Even what is becoming the annual call to the game warden to get permission 
to shoot a fox in town limits is now part of the normal social time for our homestead, 
giving me a chance to chat with the local officer about how winter treated the wildlife 
and what nuisances we should expect for the spring. 
We are deep into our homesteading chores from March through August. With 
planting, establishing new animals, prepping wood for the fall, my husband's work, and 
my other countless homesteading tasks, we're normally tied to our work until August, 
when all that's left is to harvest our produce, a much calmer time than the rest of the 
season around our homestead. During the spring and summer rush, visitors can hear the 
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bread machine, dehydrator, incubator, and water canner creating an interesting 
symphony of sounds. One visitor recently experienced the excited crescendo of sound 
created when a coyote took out two hens and a rooster. Squawking from chickens, 
crowing from roosters, and the occasional panic of a predator attack are common place. 
Homesteading is labor intensive, with planting, growing, butchering, canning, 
wood harvesting, and other essential tasks in the homesteading lifestyle keeping a body 
active. Like us, many other homesteaders are also raising children, working 
supplemental jobs, and tracking state and local laws relevant to homesteading. Such a 
heavy workload leaves little time for socializing, but that socialization is essential to the 
lifestyle not only for gathering information but also for physical and emotional support. 
Helping hands for baby sitting, wood chopping parties, harvest celebrations, and other 
seasonal gatherings help to relieve the potential monotony of homesteading. 
Defining Homesteaders
Homesteading means doing the most we can with what we have in an attempt to 
be as self-sufficient as possible. Growing as much food – produce and meat – on a little 
parcel of property is just one such example. Providing for the family comes first. 
Technology is useful as a time saver in order to help be more efficient in other homestead
oriented tasks, but we avoid unnecessary gadgets. In certain practices (such as cooking), 
older tools such as whisks and wooden spoons are adequate replacements for a stand 
mixer as manual power can do the job sufficiently. We patch clothes multiple times 
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before these clothes become rags and patches themselves. Knitting and crocheting 
outerwear (hats, mittens, scarves, blankets, etc.) takes precedent over buying such items 
from a box store. 
Is homesteading limited to those who can buy a parcel of land in the middle of no-
where? Certainly not. Homesteaders can even mean reviving old skills by growing food 
in containers in a heavily populated town with not a scrap of suitable lawn included in the
apartment's lease. Many urban homesteaders who moved into the cities to find work or 
start a new career have windows and balconies full of vegetable and herb planters. Some 
make use of community gardens, while others work rural farms as a form of vacation. 
Still others live in suburban settings and garden, raise livestock, and forage a fair share of
their pantry's holding. 
Homesteading is a term that has changed its meaning over time and changes from 
region to region, person to person. To our family, “homesteading” means the act of living 
a lifestyle that is purposefully meant to cut ties with the consumer-based, capitalist driven
lifestyle by following a path to self-sufficiency.2 Some homesteaders choose to forsake all
amenities including electricity, indoor plumbing, and the use of machines, following the 
methods practiced by the back-to-the-land icons, Helen and Scott Nearing.3 Others 
embrace modern technology such as solar panels and passive hot water. Still other 
homesteaders have off-grid houses reconnected to the electrical grid. Our homestead 
includes a combination of new technology (electric stove and dehydrator, gas powered 
lawn mower and tiller, an oil powered furnace) and more traditional tools (water bath 
canner and percolator, treadle sewing machine, cotton clothes lines). Homesteading is not
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a new lifestyle, but it can be considered a “trend,” as homesteading tends to be cyclical. 
As Melissa Coleman, daughter of back-to-the-lander and author Eliot Coleman, reminds 
readers in her autobiography, “Variations on the [homesteading] movement are 
documented as a recurring phenomenon in history, from Gilgamesh to Henry David 
Thoreau and Ralph Borsodi”.4 
 It may be more useful to think of “homesteader” as a continuum, stretching from 
those who try to be as self-sufficient as possible while being connected to the electrical 
grid to those who build their own outhouses and homes. In the 1800s homesteaders were 
pioneers setting out for what is currently considered America's western frontier. With the 
Homesteading Act of 1862, homesteading became a movement for people to settle a 
piece of land to call home. Homesteading has since become the method of making any 
place as self-sufficient as possible. That much of the term has not changed. In some 
cases, the original definition of turning unfamiliar territory into a homestead still stands. 
There are plenty of homes on grass covered lawns that hold limitless potential and create 
the new frontier. The homesteaders of today are still pioneers who choose to live an 
alternative lifestyle, experimenting with a way of life that to some appears archaic and 
out-dated, devoid of modern comforts. 
Many blogs, websites, and social media groups cater to those interested in taking 
that first leap into homesteading. Advice and friendly knowledge from those that have 
already pushed into this “new” concept of growing their own food help provide a network
of information for novices. Some sites focus specifically on animal husbandry while 
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others study medicinal herbology and still others focus on foraging. There are also 
specific areas of the internet devoted to homesteading in urban areas with community 
gardens, potted plants, and innovative balcony gardens..
Just as the sources of inspiration and information – from periodicals and grange 
hall meetings to blogs and online forums - have changed over the years, so has the 
terminology. The definition of “homesteading” and the motivations driving homesteaders 
in the twenty-first century have changed over the years. In answer to the question “what 
is homesteading,” one fellow homesteader I interviewed defined it as “[a]ttempting to be 
as self-sufficient as possible in the space you inhabit. This could include: gardening, 
raising livestock, or bees, preserving food. [sic] In general, doing the most you can with 
the smallest amount of  “stuff,” doing without things that can’t be made or traded.”5 
Another said, “Do as much as you can for yourself, where you are at the 
moment...Homesteading is a state of mind.”6 We look at the lifestyle as a way to save the 
environment by limiting contaminants, cutting fossil fuel usage by not having goods 
trucked from elsewhere, and finding alternative ways to get the goods we need, whether 
by self-creation or through local sources. While the personal meaning of “homesteading” 
varies for each homesteader, we seem to share a desire for food quality and security, and 
concern for the environment. 
Connecting Current Homesteading to the Larger Historical Context
Feeding chickens their grain in the morning, swapping out a frozen water font for 
a fresh one, and making sure not a single bird is suffering from the pain of extreme 
frostbite gives one time to think. Why would I subject myself to the bitter Maine winter at
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temperatures below zero with a wind chill of -30F? Or why would I want to venture out 
from underneath the cool air of a ceiling fan and into a 90 degree scorcher, accompanied 
by 90 percent humidity, in mid-August to check on livestock, water the gardens, and 
squash a variety of enemy insects with my finger nail? Our small homestead thrives from 
these daily tasks. Each time my husband or I “brave the elements,” we take one more step
towards providing healthy food for our family, building a net of food security, and 
declaring the sovereignty of the dinner table – the ability to be in charge of what the 
family consumes. But is this the norm? Are other modern homesteaders living similar 
lives for similar reasons? 
Historian Dona Brown's book Back to the Land provides a useful overview for the
history of the homesteading movement into the twenty-first century.7 Brown's work 
begins with the creation of homesteading in the late 1800s and early 1900s and continues 
to the back-to-the-land era of the 1960s and ’70s and into the twenty-first century 
homesteading movement. Back to the Land provides a wonderful tapestry of the 
lifestyle’s history, focusing on the economic and political aspects of the movement. The 
work examines the impact of religious leaders, the Single-Tax philosophy, the effects of 
immigrants on the homesteading trend, and other considerations that influenced the 
various waves of homesteaders. Arguing that homesteading “waves” seem often to follow
a national financial catastrophe, Brown sees the most recent movement as emerging in 
response to the financial collapse of 2008.8
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In her epilogue, Brown lists a number of books that explain and trace this recent 
movement. Micheal Pollan's The Omnivore's Dilemma (published in 2006) offers a “full-
blown denunciation of the environmentally destructive, inhumane, unhealthy industrial 
system by which most food is produced and distributed in the United States.” Another 
title she mentions is Eric Schlosser's, Fast Food Nation (2006), an expose on fast food 
corporations' injustice to workers and underwriting of animal cruelty in meat production. 
These two examples not only bring to light the continued animal abuse inherent in 
concentrated animal feeding operations (CAFOs) but also the vulnerability of a food 
delivery system based on cheap energy.  Ethnobotanist Gary Nabhan argues in Coming 
Home to Eat that regionally produced food tastes better and is more nutritious than food 
secured by a transportation network that could easily collapse. Barbara Kingsolver's 
Animal, Vegetable, Miracle, is a personal narrative about her family's journey during a 
year of local eating. Brown cites Nabhan and Kingsolver as examples of works that have 
helped demonstrate that eating local is possible.9 
Brown stresses that “nearly every element of the current [homesteading] 
movement has its roots in the past.”10 She also finds that there are some stark differences 
between each phase. The current wave, according to Brown, is characterized by the desire
for local food and the goal of a self-sufficient community, not just individual self-
sufficiency. Brown argues that many homesteaders work towards food security and self-
sufficiency not only at an individual level but also on the community level, striving to see
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laws enacted that will help ensure that local food sources exist.11 The homesteaders that I 
surveyed confirmed her ideas, agreeing that they attempt to help strengthen their 
communities' self-sufficiency in any way that they can. 
Together with avoiding genetically modified organisms and meat from 
commercial animal farms, food security completes the trinity of food-based motivators 
for our tiny homestead. But how has this connection between food-based concerns and 
homesteading changed over time? How does the modern homestead fit into the greater 
movement? What are the connections to the past? 
Financial Issues as the Original Motive
In the late nineteenth century, men and women, immediate and extended families, 
tended a homestead providing the majority of their food and materials for the family. 
What people could not produce for themselves, they bartered or bought from friends and 
neighbors, strengthening the local economy and community. People knew where their 
meals came from and the work that went into them. Then industrialization brought 
factories and workshops to urban areas, luring a new generation of would-be farmers and 
farmers' daughters away from the land and breaking up the homesteads. Increased 
populations in cities caused a need for grocery stores usually full of food shipped from 
non-local farms. Lack of time to make clothes, soaps, and basic commodities eventually 
led to the emergence of specialized stores. Loss of time to prepare wholesome meals due 
to work led to readily available ready-made products. People in the city became 
increasingly dependent on these stores and products, many for the first time. Relying on 
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grocers, corporations, and stores removed such security as people relying on these 
transported goods decreased their practices of self-sufficiency and moved people into a 
cash economy.
In 1893, a financial panic and stock market crash sent a shock wave of economic 
devastation through the nation. The stock market crash was brought on by the sudden 
collapse of the railroads that began consolidating at an alarming rate, which in turn led to 
bankers losing vast amounts of money when consolidating railroads defaulted on loans. 
This financial collapse led to a decrease in consumer demand, growing unemployment, 
and disruption in the transportation of goods.12 The winters of 1893 to 1894 and 1894 to 
1895 saw an unemployment rate of nearly 20percent in the urban work force while 
average earnings fell nearly a quarter.13 
Another stock market crash a little more than a decade later, in 1907, reminded 
many that capitalism, and thus consumerism, were not stable. These were by no means 
the first depressions of their kind, but with a larger population of urban dwellers than 
previously, the impact was more severe.14 The cause of the stock market crash of 1907 
was tri-fold. First, there was a substantial inflation of the costs of goods and services. 
Second was the increased demand for capital, which lead to the third cause of the crash: 
the scarcity of capital and high interest rates.15 Banks began withholding payments on 
interest and refusing to lend as a result of this scarcity and so they increased rates. As 
word of the stock market crash spread, many people began hoarding money, which 
decreased the banks' cash flow. Not able to secure loans or withdraw their savings, people
and businesses stopped purchasing goods causing manufacturing shut downs. The 
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national government borrowed from other countries to pay off national debts,16 while 
workers in the cities were being laid off at alarming rates. The year following the Panic of
1907 saw many industries still only operating at 28 percent capacity; the year after that, 
barely 50 percent.17 
People in urban areas could not deny that the system they were relying on for 
food, water, and shelter was subject to the effects of the financial crisis. Frugality through
self-sufficiency became the prime motivator for the beginnings of the homestead 
movement. Those who had once belonged to the farm and homestead life, or knew of 
someone who did, realized that those homesteads would not be as severely effected as 
urbanites: 
...there were millions of new city dwellers poised to discover for themselves just 
how dependent they were on wages and salaries and just how much of their 
income was eaten up by high rents in crowded urban centers and high prices for 
food obtained at the end of a long supply chain. …
Back-to-the-land authors of this generation repeated in unison that the chief 
reason for returning to the land was that it would enable one to defend oneself 
against depression, panics,  joblessness, high prices, and low wages.18 
Since homesteads tended to be more self-sufficient, they were protected from the swings 
of the larger economy as most necessary goods were produced at home, thus they were 
not tied to a fluctuating market.
Pure Survival: The Motivator From the Great Depression
Very few areas were exempt from the effects of the national financial crises and 
depressions during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Maine, as remote as 
a state as it can seem today, dealt with the same issues created by these crises and 
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depressions as the rest of the nation. Despite those earlier financial collapses that sent 
people back to the farm, over 40,000 Mainers moved from farms into Maine's rapidly 
growing urban areas during the 1920s. Small family farms were still common practice, 
with families using 15-30 percent of their farm's product on the homestead.19 Nearly 
55percent of farmers also had an off-site job to keep the farm going, forcing them to rely 
even more on conventional society than in previous generations.20 The stock market crash
of 1929 had a devastating effect as the increasing urban and suburban population 
continued relying on business and banking in order to make a living and had no secure 
way to feed themselves other than buying at the local markets. Factories closed, 
unemployment increased, and people struggled to buy necessary items such as food and 
clothing.  
Maine's agriculture took a hit during the Great Depression. The cause of this 
decline was the earlier introduction of monoculture. As described by Richard H. Condon, 
Joel W. Eastman, and Lawrence C. Allin in Maine: The Pine Tree State from Prehistory 
to the Present, “nearly half [of farms and homesteads] were still classified as part-time, 
self-sufficient, and general, their owners specializ[ing] much more than their 
grandparents had done in 1800.”21 Farms that had adapted to high yield production habits 
of monoculture, growing only one product for income at a time, were hit the hardest. A 
parallel financial collapse in Britain meant that apple and potato growers from Maine 
suffered as export sales diminished as much of these two products were exported 
exclusively to the United Kingdom.
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While farmers were dealing with a lack of income resulting from putting “all their
eggs in one basket” with monoculture, wages for lumbering and wood working went 
down 22 percent and the fishing industry fell 50 percent. Lumbering and fishing were 
two of the largest part-time job opportunities for farmers. The unemployment in these 
areas had a direct effect on the farms.22 The generational farms providing for the 
community and homestead farms providing for individual families that did not subscribe 
to monoculture, nor had loans out on modern farm equipment (such as tractors and 
milkers), were not as severely impacted.23 
With approximately 50,000 Maine citizens still farming, many neighbors and 
family members enjoyed better food security than those in the cities. People in the urban 
areas were more severely impacted than their rural counterparts as the urbanites 
continued relying on consumerism and commerce for survival. By 1933, 20 percent of 
manufacturing workers were unemployed and the paper industry was down 50 percent.24 
With the unemployment rate growing in the various sectors that those in urban centers 
had come to depend on, many Mainers went back to the family farms on which they were
raised.25 Because of the high unemployment rate – one which showed no immediate signs
of improving – returning to rural Maine became a means of survival for city dwellers.
Even the government recognized that survival depended on a movement back to 
the rural landscape. Investments made in large scale efforts to move people back to the 
land was an attempt not only to keep a balance between factory and agrarian jobs, to 
secure the nation's food source, and to alleviate poverty in the cities by dispersing out-of-
work citizens into areas where jobs could be created.26 Back-to-the-land projects emerged
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with plans for land reclamation, city gardens, and consumer cooperatives that had been 
put to the side when the economy rebounded after World War I.27 President Franklin 
Delano Roosevelt stressed the need for these programs and the need for people to return 
to farming as a necessity as “[t]he wholesale movement of population from farms to the 
cities made the American economy more fragile and individual workers less secure,” 
creating close to 200 programs including the Farm Security Administration, the Federal 
Emergency Relief Administration, the Settlement Administration, and the Subsistence 
Homestead Division.28 Jeffrey Jacob, in his book titled New Pioneers: The Back-to-the-
Land Movement and the Search for a Sustainable Future, claims advisers helping 
Roosevelt to create these programs worked from the neo-Jeffersonian ideals and were 
guided by “rural nostalgia” when creating the New Deal programs, thus creating many 
programs that placed emphasis on small scale production, family farms, and villages over
cities.29
“Dropping Out” of Current Culture
In contrast with earlier history, the 1970s homesteading movement was not driven
by financial depression.30 Economically speaking, the back-to-the-land movement of the 
1970s would have been a financial burden to many individuals. Previous generations of 
homesteaders were able to save money by growing their own food. In 1910 the savings 
from having gardens and animal husbandry was close to 40 percent, by 1970 this savings 
was down to 10 to 15 percent because food prices had decreased through processing and 
commercial agriculture.31 Rapidly rising property taxes made owning land more of a 
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financial strain than a boon, unless the land was inherited.32 Higher healthcare costs also 
meant more money out of pocket for homesteaders who didn't have health insurance 
through employers.33
If economics didn't have a hand in the back-to-the-land movement of the 1970s, 
what did? Maynard Kaufman, a professor in the Religion Department at the University of
Michigan in Kalamazoo, wrote in his essay “Social Institutions Old and New: The 
Family, Communes, and Utopian Societies,” that back-to-the-landers were less apt to try 
to justify their way of life as previous incarnates, which makes the arguments for 
homesteading during the time somewhat difficult to track through primary sources 
alone.34 What can be pulled out of the writings from the time period is that politics, 
technology, and the growing environmental movement were some of the leading factors 
that motivated people to attempt the homesteading lifestyle. The counter culture that 
emerged from these three factors drove the movement. 
In an attempt to alleviate what they saw as “ills of the world,” homesteaders took 
action – both personally and communally. The majority of homesteaders belonged to one 
of two mindsets, both decentralist based but one libertarian and the other liberal. 
According to Brown, some adherents sought less government control with individual 
needs being met before that of the community, with maximum economic and individual 
freedoms, bordering on an anarchist libertarian model of decentralism. Other 
homesteaders desired a breakdown of big government as well but with communal 
happiness and efficiency being primary to individual success, focusing on a path towards 
decentralized and localized liberal socialism. It seems this divergence in political thought 
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has continued into the modern movement. Out of the twelve homesteaders I surveyed and
interviewed for this project, there was an equal split between those modern homesteaders 
who still prefer homesteading and self-sufficiency to be an individualized effort and those
who feel homesteading and self-sufficiency should be a community effort. As the 
following passage reveals, homesteading legends Helen and Scott Nearing adopted the 
alternative lifestyle because of their political beliefs and activism: 
When we moved to Vermont we left a society gripped by depression and 
unemployment, falling prey to fascism, and on the verge of another world-
wide military free-for-fall; and entered a pre-industrial, rural community.35 
[…]
...if the alternative to depression, under the existing social system, was the 
elimination of the unmarketable surplus through the construction and uses 
of ever more deadly war equipment, it was only a question of time before 
those who depended upon the system for livelihood and security would 
find themselves out in the cold[...]Under these conditions we decided that 
we could not remain in the West and live a good life unless we were able 
to find an alternative to western civilization and its outmoded culture 
pattern.36 
Having started their adventure in alternative lifestyles in the 1930s, the Nearings did not 
alter their political philosophy, which explains why so many homesteaders were drawn to
them in the 1960s and '70s. During this time, political tensions grew as the draft was 
enacted, drafting young men into the unpopular Vietnam War (1955 – 1975), giving this 
generation its own reason to drop out of conventional living. Further, the Kent State 
Massacre of 1970 increased fears that the government was turning into a dictatorship. In 
1973 the embargo on Middle East oil showed many the necessity for a self-sufficient 
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lifestyle that reduced oil and transportation dependence. The Watergate scandal also 
alienated people as it exemplified government misuse of power while the attempt to 
cover-up the scandal led to mounting distrust in the government. 
According to Maynard Kaufman, the growth of technology during this time drove
many people to look for an alternative way of living as there was a growing concern that 
the more technology that a person used the more control the government could have over 
them through laws and regulations of that technology and the government's ability to use 
forms of new technology to spy on its citizens. 
The utopian phase in counter culture emerged gradually as the prevailing techno-
culture became so total and all-encompassing that there was literally no place to 
go to escape except to drop out. 
[…]
We can now recognize that the drop-out embodies a powerful critique of the 
established techno-culture, and that is especially obvious as the young begin to 
work out alternatives to it, such as homesteading.37
This sentiment is echoed in former back-to-the-lander Eleanor Agnew's semi-
biographical work Back From the Land. Agnew suggests that many back-to-the-landers 
were “Like pioneers of old, [who] saw industry and progress as the enemy of the natural 
world.”38 A desire for simplicity and the peace of mind of helping to save the natural 
world from degeneration led some to drop off the grid and into the woods. Many went to 
extremes to avoid the use of technology. 
While simplicity models varied across the country, most homesteads, farms, or 
communes  relied on wood for heat; wells and streams for water; lanterns and 
candles for lighting; latrines,  self-contained toilets, or chamber pots as substitutes
for flush toilets; wringer washers, scrub boards, or tin tubs for clothes washing; 
and portable tubs or imaginative home-rigged shower systems for bathing.39
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This was the first time that the desire to forsake technology was a primary drive for 
homesteaders. Not only did this differentiate back-to-the-landers from previous 
generations of homesteaders, but it also caused many people to view them as outsiders.40 
The third driving force for back-to-the-landers is yet another reason why the 
1970s movement stands out in homesteading history. Taking care of the earth has always 
been a priority for a select few, but many back-to-the-landers “were motivated by 
apocalyptic visions of the collapse of industrial civilization. Smog alerts, water shortages,
pesticide scares, power outages, traffic tie-ups – all suggested that the urban environment 
soon would be deadly to both body and soul.”41 The research and warnings reported by 
Rachel Carson's book Silent Spring, an exposé on the ill effects of DDT published in 
1962, brought the nation's attention to environmental concerns. The number of 
environmentally focused articles increased 300percent between 1950 and 1960.42 
Membership in environmentally aware groups also increased dramatically during the 
back-to-the-land movement. For example, the Sierra Club saw membership double 
between 1960 and 1965 and then triple from 1965 to 1970.43
Political pressure forced the legislature at both the federal and state level to 
address issues concerning pollution via air born particles, solid wastes, and noxious 
gases. New laws also required wetlands and shoreland zoning, dictated where new and 
larger factories could be built, and described how oil was to be handled when being 
transported.44 Starting in 1968 with the Wild and Scenic River Act (an extension to the 
1964 Wilderness Act), the federal government began protecting the environment from 
various pollutants and human interference.45 The Federal Water Act of 1972 set standards,
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required permits for any pollutant discharge, and stipulated that permits would have to be 
renewed as new technologies in pollution prevention became available.46 Following the 
Federal Water Pollution Control Act, the Eastern Wilderness Areas Act of 1974 created 
federal protection for twenty-eight recovering national forests in the eastern, midwestern, 
and southern areas of the country, including the Allagash and St. John forest areas in 
Maine.47 Specific to Maine was the state'sOil Conveyancing Act of 1969 which created a 
spill-abatement program funded by a tax on oil imported at Maine terminals; the bill 
passed with a landslide vote of 134 to 1.48 
These new environmental laws passed by the federal government stemmed from 
the environmental movement that inspired many homesteaders to break away from 
conventional living. Richard William Judd and Christopher S. Beach, in Natural States: 
The Environmental Imagination in Maine, Oregon, and the Nation, common on how 
those environmentalists of the 1970s impacted the formation of these laws.
The path to ecotopia pioneered in the late 1970s infused the mainstream 
environment with new ideas, new enthusiasm, and new ways of thinking about 
nature and place. Commercial regionalism, recycling, sustainable energy 
resources, organic foods, landscape preservation – the core innovations of the late 
1970s environmentalism – derived largely from a new pastoral vision: a 
harmonious blend of personal life choices and natural surroundings.49 
Before the current homesteading movements, financial problems, the daily 
struggle to survive, and an avoidance of existing societal values had been the primary 
driving forces of various American homesteading movements over time. However, due to
a much higher cost of living and the cost of goods rising at a much faster rate than 
income and the minimum wage, financial incentives are minimal with today's 
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homesteading. Likewise, homesteading as a means of “pure survival” is no longer a 
common motivation for many homesteaders, as those who can afford the cost of setting 
up a homestead can also afford to feed and house themselves. 
My husband and I have chosen homesteading as an alternative lifestyle. We have 
not chosen this lifestyle as a way of 'dropping out” of conventional living, but as a means 
to fulfill goals set by our motivations for homesteading. The environment is a common 
motivator between the back-to-the-landers and ourselves, but only a tertiary motive that 
we have, with food security being primary and food sovereignty secondary. What 
environmental concerns that we do have focus on the continued practice of pesticide use, 
but through genetically modified organisms instead of externally applied substances and 
environmental pollution created by concentrated animal feeding operations. 
Food sovereignty motives remain a common theme throughout the homesteading 
movement, creating a strong connection between previous generations of homesteaders 
and our homestead. But the biggest difference between us and our predecessors lies in the
notion of food security. Oil usage had been a concern in the 1970s and continues to play a
pivotal part in the necessity for homesteaders to exist as the loss of small farms and stores
has created food deserts nationally and in Maine. The potential for a lack of oil, and thus 
transport, is bound to have a severe affect on food sovereignty and security. 
Having reviewed the history of homesteading with a specific look at the primary 
motives behind the lifestyle, it is possible to say that the predominant food-based 
motivations held by current homesteaders are different from the food-based motivations 
of previous generations of the movement. Connections to earlier homesteaders through 
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motivations do exist, such as striving for self-sufficiency and food security, but there are 
also stark differences. Concerns over genetically modified organisms and concentrated 
animal feedlot operations are a relatively new and common connection that we have with 
other modern homesteaders but one with which previous practitioners of the movement 
were not burdened.
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CHAPTER TWO:
TOMATOES, GENETICALLY MODIFIED ORGANISMS, AND ORGANICS
I can't buy tomatoes from the local grocery store. They disgust me. They are pulpy
bags of flavorless water that I just can't stomach. That's not me being elitist; that's me 
being truthful. The flavor of a mass-produced-and-shipped store tomato can not come 
near the wonderful tang and zing of a homegrown tomato. Maybe it's an illusion caused 
by all the blood, sweat, and tears poured into the garden, or the placebo effect of thinking
that which you raised in your own backyard is healthier, but I don't think so. Nothing 
beats a fresh tomato plucked from the vine as part of a late summer's breakfast. 
The first year that we owned our house we dug out a small 4' x 6' patch and 
planted six tomato plants, some peas, and a handful of beans. The year after, we were up 
to thirteen tomato plants. The next year, 2010, we started with thirty-two seedlings, most 
of which fought an epic battle with disease and illness and then rebounded: in all, we 
only lost two plants, leaving us with thirty plants. We had too many tomatoes and not 
enough time to can. We had to leave some rotting on the vine. The next two seasons, 2011
and 2012, we had just the opposite experience and I was left to buy tomatoes from the 
Farmer's Market in order to fulfill our canning needs. Two years ago, 2013, we grew just
enough tomatoes for fresh eating. Last year, 2014, was another bumper crop; not as 
stellar as the Epic Year of the Tomato we had in 2010, but enough to eat fresh, can, and 
give away to friends and family. 
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This year we planted forty tomato plants, all heirloom varieties, species of tomato
plants that we know are not genetically modified nor have been hybridized in a 
laboratory setting, a process which tends to leave the seeds of the plant incapable of 
growing another generation. We waited impatiently all year to get our first ripened 
tomatoes. Adorning a small quart basket with shades of red, orange, yellow, and purple, 
the first fruits of our summer-long labor sat in the middle of the kitchen table for 
snacking. Thankful for the fresh bursts of taste each one provided, we enjoyed them 
throughout the first week of what was looking to be a great tomato harvest.
It was after this first glorious week that disaster struck. One morning I was 
walking out to check the gardens only to find the tell tale browning of fruit, a sign that 
late blight had arrived in our garden. I would spend the next week trimming every 
yellowing diseased leaf off the plant, pruning the lower boughs so they no longer touched
the ground, thinning the bushes so they could dry in the sun, and culling out the fruits 
that were showing signs of disease. During the war to protect my tomato harvest, my 
fortieth week of pregnancy snuck up on me. I busied myself during a day of false labor by
pulling all the green fruit left on the tomato plants that I had spent the summer tending. 
Over the course of the next week I would check the bags, boxes, and bins of fruit each 
morning, removing those that were ripe for eating (some for freezing) and throwing away
many others as additional casualties to late blight made themselves known with that 
familiar brownish hue. The birth of my daughter tore me from my homesteading duties 
and what remained of our precarious tomato harvest was left to rot until I returned home 
to compost the remains.
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Our failures and successes with tomatoes reflect homesteading as a whole: no 
matter how many notes you take, books you read, old timers you talk to, or seminars you 
attend on self-sufficiency, the best way to learn is by doing. I've picked up some tricks 
that have helped grow my tomato production, and I have learned the best way to be rid of
pests. (I no longer trust chickens to eat greenhorn worms. They won't. The best method of
eradicating those pests is to chuck them in a stream or find some other way to drown 
them. Greenhorn worms will eat an entire tomato plant over night. I learned that the 
hard way.) But more importantly, tomatoes have become the poster child that I use in my 
stance against genetically modified organisms. 
       What Are GMOs?
While researching genetically modified organisms, I came across an article 
written by Warren Leary for The New York Times that reported, on May 18, 1994, that the
Food and Drug Administration gave the approval for the first genetically altered food, a 
tomato.50 Not just any tomato, though. This tomato had been genetically altered to ripen 
longer on the vine while remaining firm for picking and shipping, allowing commercial 
producers to skip the step of spraying the tomatoes with gas in order to inhibit ripening. 
Supposedly these altered characteristics would make the fruit more flavorful and last 
longer than other tomatoes on the market. The biotechnology company Calgene Inc. 
planned to sell the tomato named “Flavr Savr” as a “gourmet” variety at a premium price.
Despite the best of Calgene's intentions, the product was a flop, mostly due to shipping 
errors on the part of the biotech firm that had no idea how to transport tomatoes. 
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In their defense, Calgene did practice consistent transparency when marketing the 
Flavr Savr. Michael Winerip's The New York Times article mentions how Calgene 
“voluntarily sought government approval, labeled the engineered tomatoes clearly and 
provided an 800 number for people with questions.” Once Monsanto bought Calgene, 
Flavr Savr was shelved after only three years.51 Is it possible Monsanto halted the 
production of a genetically engineered product because the company felt the transparency
promoted by Calgene was a threat to future projects? If they did feel transparency was a 
threat, why? Do these large corporations practicing genetic modification know something
that the general public does not about GMOs? Is there something that they are hiding? 
Genetically modified organisms (abbreviated as GMOs) are a relatively recent 
invention of commercial agriculture. Before the mid-1990s and the Flavr Savr tomato, 
genetically altered plants were rarely used outside of the laboratory setting. By 1996 over
500,000 acres had been planted with GMOs. Over the next five years the amount of 
acreage planted with genetically altered plants grew to over one million.52 By the end of 
2000, GMOs made up 75percent of the soybean crop, 30percent of corn, and 10-
15percent of sorghum. Roughly twenty-five to thirty million hectares worldwide were 
planted with GMO crops by the beginning of the new millennium.53 
To understand the implications of these numbers and why GMOs provide an 
important motivation for some homesteaders to grow their own food, it's important to 
look at just what GMOs are. The following definition comes directly from the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture: 
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The term "genetically modified organism" (GMO) was originally used by the 
molecular biology scientific community to denote a living organism that had been
genetically modified by inserting a gene from an unrelated species. [emphasis 
added] Incorporation of genes from an unrelated species does not occur in nature 
through sexual reproduction and thus, various types of sophisticated technologies 
are used to accomplish this.54 
DNA from any plant, animal, or virus can be mixed into the unadulterated DNA of a plant
or animal to meet a desired need, for example, corn being engineered to contain 
pesticides via genetic modification. The definition from the Royal Commission on 
Genetic Modification in New Zealand is even more specific than the broad one provided 
by the U. S. Department of Agriculture. The Royal Commission's definition includes four
parts: (1) the deletion, multiplication, or movement of genes within an organism; (2) the 
transfer of genes from one organism to another; (3) the modification of existing genes or 
the construction and insertion of “new” manufactured genes; and (4) offspring of 
organisms modified in any of the previous defined ways classify as a genetically 
modified organism.55 This paper will be focus only on GMO products that are created in a
laboratory and not by cross breeding or selective breeding with similar organisms, as 
these two methods can be replicated naturally while inter-species gene modification can 
not. The saying goes, “You are what you eat.” If that's the case, it makes sense to feed 
ourselves naturally grown foods rather than foods that have been altered in a laboratory in
such a way that the organism would not exist otherwise. 
Wendy Brown, coastal suburban Maine homesteader and author of Surviving the 
Apocalypse in the Suburbs: The Thrivalist's Guide to Life Without Oil and her 
homesteading blog Surviving the Suburbs, summed up the commentary of the 
homesteaders I interviewed in this way: “Independent research proving the harmful 
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effects of these seeds performed in other countries have prompted many governments 
around the world to ban these products. Either the rest of the world is totally crazy and 
overreacting, or we're being lied to.”56 Comments such as these show that other 
homesteaders have the same reservations regarding GMOs that we have. Many blogs, 
articles, and celebrity voices are speaking out against GMOs. One Maine homesteader 
espoused this scathing definition: “They are a mutated freakaseed that big industry and 
Washington elitists are pushing through to make a fast buck on trying to improve 
[M]other [N]ature.”57 In talking to twelve other homesteaders in Maine, I found nothing 
positive said about the use of genetically modified organisms. 
The desire to consume non-processed foods free of chemical additives and 
pesticides has been around since the back-to-the-land movement of the 1960s and '70s. 
The drive to avoid GMOs is as new as the science itself, surfacing in the early 1990s, and
has strengthened during the time frame occupied by the modern homesteading movement
with the help of social media and the internet. Even with these new changes, figureheads 
from previous incarnations of homesteading are lending their voices to the battle for 
GMO-free food. Organic gardener Eliot Coleman, author and former neighbor to Helen 
and Scott Nearing, sees the GMO issue as short lived, with labeling and possibly banning
GMOs as the eventual outcome: 
I see increased awareness. Most everyone’s great-grandparents enjoyed farm-to-
table eating. The processed food industry has worked hard to displace that old 
connection. But new research is pointing every day to the dangers of what 
industry has done to our food. [...] And, as happened with the dangers of smoking,
the new facts are starting to get through. The more people learn about food, the 
more the idea of reconnecting the farm and the table will resonate.58
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GMOs and the Environment
An additional criticism of GMOs is its potential environmental damage. Since the 
mass introduction of GMOs in the 1990s, many studies have focused on the negative side
effects, predominately the risk of biodiversity reduction through exposure to modified 
organisms. One of the most influential examples of such loss of biodiversity caused by 
GMOs is the decline of the monarch butterfly. Exposure to genetically modified crops 
containing bacillus thuringiensis (a soil-dwelling bacteria commonly referred to as Bt), 
has poisoned the monarch butterfly in first generations. Subsequent generations of 
offspring have suffered genetic abnormalities.59 
Similarly, over exposure to pesticides is creating “super insects” that are 
unaffected by common commercial pesticides.60 This problem doesn't effect just large-
scale farms as these pesticide resistant pests, created from a diet of GMOs modified to 
contain pesticides, spread and reproduce, invading homesteads as well. While organic 
methods – natural pesticides, diatomaceous earth (a talcum-like powder made from the 
fossilized remains of hard-shelled algae), insect eating animals, etc. - do help eradicate 
these “super bugs,” not all homesteaders have moved to organic methods, leaving other 
homesteaders attempting to battle these insects with the same pesticides to which they are
resistant. This process starts a cyclical effect: insects are resistant to pesticides, they then 
breed larger populations immune to said chemicals, and farmers in turn use higher 
concentrations or different pesticides, and the cycle of ineffective control continues.
The decline of beneficial insects and the resistance to certain pesticides are not the
only concern connected to biodiversity. In August, 2002, a team from the University of 
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Lille (France) found that herbicide resistant pollen seeds from genetically modified 
canola plants could travel up to three kilometers, leaving the possibility of cross-
pollination between GMO and non-GMO canola throughout a wide radius. This same 
research also found that cross-pollination from both genetically modified and non-
modified sugar beets created a super-weed.61 When plants become resistant to herbicides, 
they alter the environment around them. A domino effect is created where less hearty 
weeds are strangled out and certain insects and animals native to the area feel the 
repercussions through the loss of their original ecosystem.
Parts of Maine's ecosystem are already inundated with invasive plants that had 
once been used for ornamental planting. For example, Japanese knotweed, referred to by 
some Mainer's as bamboo due to it's hollow structure, grows throughout the state. 
Japanese knotweed is a rhizome that can send shoots far from the original crown. It takes 
over easily and cutting does more to propagate than hinder the plant as it can regenerate 
from even the tiniest of scraps.62 Meanwhile, invasive insects such as the browntail moth 
are creeping up through the state, killing off groves and causing skin reactions for those 
who get too close to the caterpillars.63 With such naturally ecologically destructive flora 
and fauna, we should avoid losing native flora and fauna rather than introducing 
genetically modified organisms that have proven equally, if not more, destructive than 
non-GMO invasive species. 
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Health and GMOs
As troubling as the environmental impacts of GMOs are, the threat posed to 
human health is also worrisome. Little research has been done on the effects of 
consumption despite the fact that GMOs make up an alarming amount of the American 
diet. Even with what little research has been done, the possibility of DNA transfer from 
GMOs to human chromosomes through food digestion is something that scientists are 
concerned about, a concern now shared by the public. 
A study conducted by agricultural biochemistry professor Harry Gilbert at the 
University of Newcastle found that genetically modified food can alter the make-up of 
the human stomach, raising the possibility of long-term DNA changes to the consumer. 
One example of the possible side-effects of GMO consumption is a potential for 
increased antibiotic resistances.64 Nor is the direct consumption of GMOs the only way to
create this enhanced resistance. Reece Walters, a member of the Department of Applied 
Social Sciences at the University of Stirling, makes the following claim in his essay 
“Criminology and Genetically Modified Food:” “Numerous scientists testified that 
antibiotic resistance to humans could also be acquired through ingestion of resistant 
microorganisms from animals or soil contaminating food or water.”65 These antibiotic 
resistances in turn lead to the creation of super-bugs which resist conventional medicine. 
In addition to studies raising concerns about antibiotic resistance, the only known 
study on GMO consumption in humans found potential problems with digestion of the 
food. The typical response of the genetic engineering community and those who have not 
studied GMOs is that if people haven't become sick in the past ten years eating GMO 
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food, then the food must be safe. The genetic engineering community is mum when it 
comes to the potential long term effects of GMOs. It should be noted that New Zealand's 
Royal Commission on Genetic Modification cited that, “It was reported that scientists are
often under commercial pressure to produce sanitized research findings that fail to 
thoroughly investigate all the risks associated with releasing GM organisms into the 
environment.” Many of these same scientists claimed fear of losing their jobs and 
research opportunities as the sole purpose for “sanitizing” their findings.66
The potential effects of GMOs are great enough that many countries have created 
legislation demanding the labeling, limiting, and in some cases banning of these products.
Outside of the United States, governments inform their citizens about GMOs. For 
example, in 2001 New Zealand's Royal Commission on Genetic Modification reported on
the use, dangers, and the relative safety of GMOs. In the report the Royal Commission 
recommended that a label be produced for all foods containing GMO food and/or 
derivatives.67 Other countries have already installed labeling policies that include 
minimum thresholds allowed for GMO content. The European Union and Australia have 
a limit of 1 percent GMO ingredients before a label needs to be applied, Japan 5 percent, 
Korea 3 percent, and Brazil 4 percent.68 
Maine, GMOs, and Legalities
While more genetically modified organisms are being created and pushed onto the
market, many states have seen an uprising of people demanding labeling and 
transparency when it comes to their food. In January 2014, Maine Governor Paul LePage,
signed into law L.D. 718, “An Act to Protect Maine Food Consumers' Right to Know 
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About Genetically Engineered Food and Seed Stock,” which required a “Produced with 
Genetic Engineering” label for genetically modified food products. The law is applied in 
the following manner: 
• Requiring the disclosure of genetic engineering of food and seed stock for retail 
sale. Food and seed stock without the disclosure will be considered misbranded 
and subject to sanctions. 
• Withholding the label of “natural” if food or seed stock has been genetically 
engineered.
• Creating an exemption for products produced without the knowledge that 
products or items used in their production were genetically engineered. (Example:
If a bakery is buying flour from out of state and does not know whether or not the 
wheat is a GMO strain they can not be subject to sanctions for a lack of label.)
• Animal products derived from animals not genetically engineered but were fed a 
GMO food are exempt.69 
The bill does not apply to restaurants, alcoholic beverages, or medical foods such as those
prescribed under physician care and includes both food for oral consumption and tube 
feeding.70 A limitation to the bill is that it will not become law until five other states, or 
any combination of states with a total population of at least twenty million, pass similar 
legislation.71 Regardless of which qualifier is met, the only state to border Maine, New 
Hampshire, also has to have a GMO labeling law in effect in order for L.D. 718 to be 
enacted.72
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According to the Center for Food Safety, there are only two other states with 
mandatory GMO labeling legislation in place, Vermont and Connecticut. Sixteen 
additional states either have current bills mandating GMO labeling in committee or 
waiting to be sent to committee. New Hampshire is not included in the list of states 
working towards GMO legislation; therefore, Maine's law is on hold.73 No explicit reason
has been given for the contingencies placed on Maine's GMO labeling laws, but it can be 
assumed that they are designed to ensure manufactures would continue to deliver and sell
goods in Maine. If Maine were the only state in the region with GMO labeling mandates, 
then manufacturers could potentially stop shipping instead of altering packaging for one 
state.
Maine homesteaders who have been surveyed and interviewed for this project do 
not feel that Maine's law is sufficient in safe guarding against GMOs. One homesteader 
declared that Maine's new law was too conservative, that the state should not hinge the 
law on other states' actions.74 Another homesteader said, “I wish we were brave enough to
burn the fields, as the Hungarians did, to keep the GMOs from contaminating our food 
sources.”75 Yet another added her preference to see GMOs outlawed until more research 
can be done “by independent individuals who will not make a profit by saying they're 
safe.”76 Meanwhile, those who distrust the lack of evidence of GMOs being safe for 
consumption and the environment, such as my husband and I, take a stand against GMOs 
by providing for their families with non-GMO crops.
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Maine has a troubled history with genetically modified organisms. Many 
homesteaders dream of increasing their production into an additional source of income 
and wish to do so in an organic fashion. However, the threat of being sued by large 
corporations causes them to be conservative in their growth. If GMOs were found 
growing on their property through cross-pollination or seed shifting into their fields via 
wildlife and weather, there is a potential for GMO companies to sue them for growing 
that product without buying the seed. In order to protect homesteaders and farmers from 
the potential lawsuits of the GMO company Monsanto, the Organic Seed Growers and 
Trade Association (OSGTA) – which is based in Washington, Maine77 – brought a lawsuit
against Monsanto as a preventative measure. After hearing of Monsanto and other GMO 
companies suing farmers whose crops became tainted with GMO seeds, OSGTA 
president Jim Gerritson, a Maine potato farmer, wanted to ensure that Maine farmers 
were protected from possible bankruptcy brought on by GMO companies' lawsuits. While
the U.S. Supreme Court declined to hear even an appeal for pre-emptive protection for 
farmers, a three-judge panel at the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit ruled that 
Monsanto had to assure it would not sue where less than 1 percent of genetically 
modified material was found on a farm that had not paid for Monsanto seed.78 Monsanto 
claims that they have not, nor will ever, sue a farmer due to seed accidentally entering his
field through cross pollination or weather and animal disbursement.79 However, as of 
2010 the company had filed 144 lawsuits against family farmers and settled 700 cases out
of court.80 The judgment from the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit is a step in 
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courting a younger generation of homesteaders back to the country. Homesteaders hoping
to step into a more “small farm” role of providing food and services for the community 
fear financial ruin brought by legal action. 
Because of potential lawsuits and involvement by Monsanto and other GMO 
creators, protection is essential. Despite concerns about the health, environmental, and 
agricultural impact of GMOs, some farmers felt the possible benefits of the crop out 
weighed the known and unknown risks. In 1990, some Maine farmers in Aroostook 
County decided to take a chance on Monsanto's NewLeaf potatoes. Monsanto, as one of 
the world's leading creators of GMOs, had developed the NewLeaf plant by adding the 
soil-dwelling bacterium Bacillus thuringiensis (commonly known as Bt), which would 
give the plant its own insecticide against potato beetles, one of a myriad of pests that can 
kill off potato fields. Monsanto claimed that this would be the “salvation” of the potato 
industry, an industry which has been a Maine staple for generations and continues to be 
so in the northern area of the state. Meanwhile, food manufacturers were already listening
to consumers' concerns: McCain Foods, one of the primary purchasers of Maine potatoes,
openly declared that it would not buy any GMO potatoes. Farms that had signed on to 
work with Monsanto to develop the seed potatoes were left with no compensation nor the
ability to find other buyers. Sales for NewLeaf eroded and by 1999 Monsanto 
discontinued sale of the product.81 This, in turn, caused approximately thirty farms that 
still had NewLeaf potatoes in the ground to have unmarketable products, as they had 
signed on with McCain and had not anticipated the negative media that decimated the 
GMO products.82
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Organics
Choosing to be an organic homesteader has a large impact on the type of the work
that is done throughout the course of the year, and for many, organic homesteading is the 
perfect way to avoid genetically modified crops as the practice can help reduce the need 
for “robust” seed that has been altered by creating a more natural growing space. Being 
an organic homesteader all comes down to fertilization. Whether producers on the 
homestead grow food for consumption or for sale, decisions about manure, additives, 
pesticides, and herbicides are what make the product organic. Likewise, organic meat 
means animals have eaten only organic feed, which must in turn be grown with organic 
farming techniques, of which GMO seeds cannot be a part of as the seed itself contains in
its modified DNA chemical pesticides that are not naturally occurring in that plant. If 
grain is raised on the farm or homestead for these organic meat animals, then the grain 
must be fertilized organically, meaning that the composted manure cannot come from an 
animal that has eaten GMO grain as the animal can then pass the GMO by-products to the
plant via the manure. The cheapest way to create organic fertilizer is for the homesteader 
to create compost bins for garden and kitchen scraps and animals that have passed on due
to natural and known causes.83 
When the crops begin to grow, the term “organic” becomes more fluid. Many 
farmers find it a bit more tedious to protect their plants using natural, organic pest control
methods. Organic farming forbids chemical-filled hanging bags, sprays, sticky pads, and 
other contraptions. Organic pest control is hands-on work. Squash bugs, potato beetles, 
greenhorn caterpillars, and other attackers are picked off by hand, drowned in dish soap, 
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squashed beneath shoe heels, and destroyed by any non-chemical means necessary. A 
common practice is to simply avoid the pests as much as possible by integrating certain 
crops together, such as tomatoes and basil.84 Not only does this method lead to an 
increased amount of work in the planning of gardens for the most opportune way to deter 
pests, but it also leads to additional work hours. Taking out insects by hand is more time 
intensive than spraying crops with a pesticide. 
Despite the intense workload of the method, organic farms have entered into a 
boom period. In twenty years the number of certified organic farms in the state of Maine 
has risen 800 percent, leading Maine to be the twelfth highest state on the list of organic 
farming states in 2008.85 Out of Maine's organic farms, 65 percent are what the MOFGA 
Impact Report considers homestead oriented: “As a whole, these farms have net cash 
losses; but this does not reflect the true value they produce. Their farmers are growing 
food for home consumption, barter, and the fun of doing it, in addition to some modest 
sales.”86 
Homesteaders that sell their produce, meat, or other products on the side run into 
the conundrum of whether or not to label what they are selling as “organic.” Many states 
have now included regulations for the definition of the word “organic” and have started 
adding on fees for the usage of the word in a consumer-based context. The Maine 
Organic Farmers and Gardeners Association (MOFGA) works with producers on 
regulation, labeling, and legalities of selling produce, meat, and processed agricultural 
products. MOFGA tutors them in using the term “organic” so that they fit the USDA's 
National Organic Standards.87 Any farm or homestead selling goods marked as organic or
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organically-produced and which gross over $5,000 in sales per year in the state of Maine, 
must be certified. These products also include crops, livestock, and wild-crafted products 
made with foraged plants.88 
While there are state- and MOFGA-endorsed rebates for farmers and 
homesteaders, the ability to label products “certified organic” requires larger quantities of
produce to be sold in order to off-set the costs associated with gaining the usage rights of 
the label.89 For this reason, among others, some homesteaders who sell their wares are 
entirely organic by practice but cannot label their products as such. When attending 
farmers' markets its essential to ask about growing methods, if none is advertised. Many 
selling their produce practice organic methods but cannot advertise due to over-regulation
and laws handed down from the state.
Political red tape can limit the labeling of organics, but there is a strong support 
system for those that use the production method. During the back-to-the-land movement 
in the 1960s and 1970s the concept of organic farming, as it is known today, was in its 
infancy. Organic “gurus” such as Eliot Coleman90 and Joel Salatin91 from the 1970s, were 
just starting to figure out efficient means of using organic methods on their own 
homesteads. Now modern homesteaders have a wealth of information at their fingertips, 
metaphorically and literally. With nearly fifty years of organic homesteading history to 
call upon, along with Coleman's series of organic gardening books and a plethora of other
authors writing on the topic, there is seemingly no unanswerable question. MOFGA, the 
oldest state organic growing society in the nation, sets an example for networking that has
blossomed with the invention of the internet and social media.92 These tools remove much
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of the trial-and-error aspect that comes with any alternative lifestyle hinged in producing 
enough food to feed a family, and in some cases, to help support the community. As 
modern homesteaders, we can learn by the mistakes that others have made, whether or 
not we know the person intimately or only through their writings 
Interestingly enough, large scale organic farming has assisted small scale, organic 
family homesteads such as ours. Rising sales in organics to large corporate farms and 
moderate sized farms have increased the number of producers offering organic fertilizers,
soil additives, and pest control. These sales have helped to create a trickle down effect: as
more organic composts and materials become available for larger farms, these materials 
have also become more accessible for homesteads as well. For anyone starting out with 
small gardens, or even porch containers, the increased ability to find organic products to 
help raise organic food has become a blessing as growers no longer have to decide 
between the risk of a very small yield, due to poor soil, and the use of chemical additives.
Deciding that growing our own food was the first logical, and easiest step, into 
homesteading and self-sufficiency, my husband and I decided to plant a garden in the 
middle of the growing season. We moved into our house in June and started our garden in
the beginning of July. We bought the cheapest seeds that we could, being on a limited 
budget as we were. We purchased seeds from the local general store in the “$1 per pack” 
section. The packages lacked the words “heirloom” and “organic.” Not having heard 
about GMOs, we were in the dark about what those seeds could have actually contained 
in their DNA. Most likely they were non-GMO, as very few fruits and vegetables are 
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currently. Now knowing better, we go out of our way to ensure we order heirloom 
varieties, organic when we can, from the local seed co-op. I refuse to spend time growing 
food that could not be replicated by nature. 
Avoiding consumption of GMOs in ready-made foods is more difficult than 
selecting non-GMO produce because the three basic ingredients of ready-made foods – 
wheat, corn, and sugar – have a high chance of being genetically modified. Purchasing 
food labeled as non-GMO from the NON-GMO Project93 is one way to ensure that the 
food we consume has not been genetically altered. We could take a risk that companies 
self-proclaiming to be GMO free are telling the truth, but it is far less risky to buy from a 
local source that you know is non-GMO or grow your own food. For what ready-made 
foods we do buy, we make sure to look for the NON-GMO project symbol or do a quick 
search on the internet to see if they are known as GMO supporters or not. 
Determining whether or not GMO consumption has a negative impact on health is
difficult. There have been very few studies on GMOs and, for the most part, results seems
to be split 50/50. However, if so many countries outside of the US, such as Japan, Brazil, 
Germany, and Korea, to name a few, are setting limits on GMOs and requiring labeling, 
then something must be amiss. Politically speaking, the rise of grass-roots campaigns 
against GMOs shows that the concerns regarding not only the risks of consumption but 
also the environmental impact are growing among the general population. Interestingly 
enough, despite these campaigns for labeling, a new breed of GMO apples94 and GMO 
potatoes95 has been introduced, along with the idea of both GMO salmon96 and GMO 
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pigs.97 With the increasing use of genetic modification without labeling, our homestead 
avoids these products by renewing our determination to grow what we can and buy local 
what we can't. 
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CHAPTER THREE: 
CONCENTRATED ANIMAL FEEDING OPERATIONS
Roosters crow at dawn, just as we grow up hearing about in the pastoral imagery 
of the farm. What your chicken books and knowledgeable homesteaders won't tell you is 
that there are just as many rooster personalities as there are people personalities and not
all follow “the rules” of being a rooster. Our first rooster was an Easter Egger, named 
ShortBeak, who only crowed at the break of dawn. He would also attack you while your 
back was turned and had a habit of allowing the other hens to viciously attack his least 
favorite. He was the first homestead raised bird that we ate. He made a delicious stew. 
Our most recent rooster, Gimp, was a Rhode Island Red, an American breed 
known for being docile and yet still protective of their flock. He was a good boy. He 
never attacked us, let our three-year-old get away with far more than he should, and was 
gentle with the ladies. Gimp was quick on the draw when the foxes, hawks, and coyotes 
came calling. He just never got the memo on crowing. 
That's how I found myself awake early on a day enveloped with thunder clouds. 
Gimp apparently missed the additional note about crowing only when it was bright out. I 
laid there and listened. Every five minutes he would start up a crowing session, calling 
out every twenty seconds or so and then, after three minutes, stop to catch his breath. 
This crowing went on for half an hour before he apparently felt his job was done, until 5 
am, when it started all over again. 
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After many early mornings waking to the crowing rooster, losing chickens to 
foxes, dealing with pasty-butt, curled toes, splayed legs, mites, sinus infections, over-
sexed roosters, cranky hens, and other miscellaneous chicken ailments, driving to 
Hannaford to purchase 69¢-per-pound, skinned and boned chicken placed on a 
Styrofoam plate and wrapped in cellophane is tempting. So why don't we just do that? 
Why spend so much time and energy on meat animals when others could do the work for 
us? 
Our current culture creates an environment where children have no idea where 
that Hannaford chicken comes from, or any other pre-packaged chicken for that matter. 
For the most part, my generation's knowledge about where food comes from can be 
represented by a store front, a fast-food sign, and photos on the back of huge shipping 
trucks. It wasn't until high school that I first made the connection that the chicken that 
you see in photos and on television living on a picturesque farm is the same chicken that 
you buy in bulk family packs. I wasn't raised around farms or backyard homesteads, but 
in a mill town where owning chickens would be seen as an oddity when you could just 
run out to the grocery store to buy eggs. Despite that childhood, I now own my own flock 
of layers and raise my own meat birds. 
The beginning of my journey as chicken keeper and buyer of local meat, came 
when I first learned about concentrated animal feeding operations (CAFOs) through 
various online forums and media stories. Researching animal abuse at “factory farms” 
made me aware that the horrible treatment of animals did not end with Upton Sinclair's 
The Jungle. I was disgusted with the idea of animals being cosmetically altered for 
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efficiency and attempts at reducing stress-induced cannibalism: tails docked, beaks cut 
off, and combs docked. I oppose antibiotics given preemptively and hormones used to 
increase stamina and the immune system in a bid to send more animals to market and 
lose less to illness. Lies about the effects of the living situations of the animals and the 
conditions that they are kept in created distrust in the food companies. It nauseated me. It
still does.
The Impact of CAFOs
Many homesteaders I know began their journey into animal husbandry the same 
way we did, after learning of CAFOs. Defined as “large-scale industrial agricultural 
facilit[ies raising] animals usually at high density, for the consumption of meat, eggs, or 
milk,” CAFOs became a “necessity” when more people moved from the farm to the city 
during the twentieth century.98 Farmers realized they could profit from raising meat to sell
at the grocery stores. In an attempt to keep an increasing profit margin and with blatant 
disregard for animal welfare, many farmers began a form of mono-husbandry where they 
raised and slaughtered just one type of animal on a mass scale. Through the wonder of the
internet, mass media, and a resurgence of the desire to know where our food comes from, 
the public now knows more about the unhealthy, unethical, and unnatural practices of 
CAFOs. Knowledge of these “factory farms” has helped to contribute to our need and 
desire for homesteading as CAFOs have severe negative impacts on the environment, 
consumers, and animals. 
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The effects of concentrated animal feeding operations can be devastating for the 
local environment. The 1972 Clean Water Act designated CAFOs as a “point source” 
pollutant, a designation which stands today.99 Despite this designation, only CAFOs that 
plan on discharging pollution into nearby water sources need the necessary permits from 
the Environmental Protection Agency. CAFOs that decide to discharge pollution into 
water sources after submitting their original pollution control plan can do so without the 
Environmental Protection Agency's being aware of the CAFO's actions.100 This lack of 
regulation and responsibility has led to complaints regarding the effects of CAFOs on 
water and air pollution, consumer and community health, and animal welfare. 
The most common pollutant in regard to CAFOs is manure. Large numbers of 
animals in a concentrated area create large amounts of manure in a concentrated area. 
Manure from CAFOs contains a host of contaminants: nitrogen and phospherous, 
pathogens (such as E. Coli), growth hormones, antibiotics, and copper sulfates used in 
foot-baths for cattle. Since CAFOs are specialized “meat farms” that do not grow any 
form of produce or grain, they have no use for the 1.6 million tons of manure produced 
each year. This manure becomes a threat for ground water, rivers, and streams as it is no 
longer composted and reused but is instead left as raw sewage.101 In 2000, the 
Environmental Protection Agency’s National Water Quality Inventory found that at least 
twenty-nine states identified CAFOs as the key contributor to water quality pollutants. 
The side effects of this pollution can be deadly for some. Carrie Hribar, writer and 
researcher for the National Association of Local Boards of Health, reports in her 
document Understanding Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations that  “Elevated 
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nitrates in drinking water can be especially harmful to infants, leading to blue baby 
syndrome and possible death. […] Low blood oxygen in adults [as a result from high 
nitrate levels] can lead to birth defects, miscarriages, and poor general health.” On 
average, CAFOs are responsible for 20 – 30percent of all serious water quality problems 
each year as a result of manure output.102 
The impact of a concentrated amount of manure does not stop with water 
pollution. Concentrated animal feeding operations contribute to reduced air quality in the 
areas surrounding industrial farms. CAFOs release large amounts of air pollutants that are
found in manure, specifically ammonia, hydrogen sulfide, methane, and particulate 
matter. Ammonia is released from decomposing manure and is a respiratory irritant that 
can cause chemical burns to the respiratory tract, skin, and eyes, and possible chronic 
lung disease. Hydrogen sulfide enters into the air during the breakdown of manure, 
causing inflammation of the eye membranes and respiratory tract, olfactory neuron loss, 
and in some cases death. Methane gas is also released during decomposition, and 
contributes to climate change exacerbated by greenhouse gases. Particulate matter is a 
more generic concern that comes from feed, bedding materials, dry manure, animal 
dander and feathers; it can cause chronic bronchitis, chronic respiratory symptoms, 
declination in lung capacity, and organic dust toxic syndrome. In conjunction with all 
these problems, the Environmental Protection Agency attributes manure management – 
or lack thereof – as the fourth leading cause of nitrous oxide emissions and the fifth 
leading source of methane emissions, assigning livestock operations for 18percent of 
global greenhouse gas production and 7percent of US gas emissions.103
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All four air pollutants occur naturally whether the animals are raised on a CAFO 
or a homestead. Small amounts of these pollutants, such as the amounts found on 
homesteads, do not pose any risk, and manure created on the homestead can easily be 
composted. This composted manure is then used as fertilizer to help grow vegetables. It is
never wasted. These chemicals are not harmful when put to appropriate use. The massive 
amount of these four toxic substances in concentrated areas, however, is cause for alarm. 
For example, researchers in North Carolina discovered an inverse relationship between 
the distance children lived from CAFOs and asthma. Additionally, asthma, acute and 
chronic bronchitis, and organic dust toxic syndrome affect 30percent of factory farm 
workers. Headaches, respiratory problems, eye irritation, nausea, weakness, and chest 
pains are additional health problems associated with air pollution from CAFOs.104 
Pollution from CAFOS does not only affect the animals and workers, but also the 
lives of people living near them as mentioned in the above study connecting CAFOs to 
childhood asthma. Odors put out by concentrated animal feeding operations using manure
pits and lagoons emit a stench that can travel up to six miles away.105 These odors greatly 
impact the quality of life for those in the community. 
When odors are severe, people may choose to keep their windows closed, 
even in high temperatures when there is no air conditioning. People may 
also choose not to let their children play outside and may even keep them 
home from school. Mental health deterioration and an increased 
sensitization to smells can also result from living in close proximity to 
odors from CAFOs. Odor can cause negative mood states, such as tension,
depression, or anger, and possibly neurophysiatric abnormalities, such as 
impaired balance or memory. People who live close to factory farms can 
develop CAFO-related post-traumatic stress disorder, including anxiety 
about declining quality of life.106
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Air pollution created by CAFOs leads to children missing school and being severely 
limited from outdoor play, while parents worry about the decreased value of their home 
and quality of life due to pollutants. Community events may be canceled due to poor air 
quality.  While many communities would prefer to monitor these noxious emissions from 
CAFOs, the Environmental Protection Agency has exempted CAFOs from having to 
report emissions unless they classify as large in size or emit over 100 pounds of ammonia
or hydrogen sulfide during a 24-hour period.107
Odor isn't the only factor that can pose a direct danger to those living near a 
CAFO. Increased numbers of house flies, stable flies, and mosquitoes are commonly 
associated with concentrated animal feeding operations. House flies have been found to 
spread bacteria and pathogens, such as microbes that cause dysentery and diarrhea, to 
humans and animals. Increased populations of mosquitoes correlate with higher rates of 
zoonotic diseases like West Nile Virus, St. Louis encephalitis, and equine encephalitis.108 
In addition, CAFOs can increase the risk of bot flies, also known as green bottle flies, 
which lay eggs in a living animal's tissue. When the maggots emerge, they tunnel their 
way through the muscle layers, eating the animal alive. 
Over 150 pathogens thrive in animal manure. With improper disposal, pathogens 
from manure can pose a severe threat. Illnesses carried by insects from CAFOs can affect
other livestock, domestic pets, and people, and are spread through parasites, viruses, and 
bacteria.  Anthrax, E Coli, leptospirosis, listeriosis, salmonella, tetanus, histoplasimosis, 
ringworm, giardiasis, and cryptosporidosis all come with debilitating and possibly life 
threatening symptoms. These are only a few of the pathogens that breed in concentrated 
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animal feeding operations due to the manure lagoons, cramped living conditions, and 
high levels of stress the animals have to endure.109 Time and again, meat recalls that make
national headlines reveal the potential for people to fall victim to these pathogens. 
My husband and I, along with other homesteaders and non-homesteaders that we 
know, are concerned with how animals are kept in CAFOs. Even though human beings 
are designed by nature to be omnivores, the general food culture of the United States is 
one that is built on heavy meat consumption, with the average American consuming more
than three times the global average.110 Providing for such a meat heavy diet calls for the 
breeding and slaughtering of mass amounts of animals. 
In the US alone, more than 10 billion animals are killed each year for food 
consumption – 27 million each day; nearly 19,000 per minute.
[…]
...the short lives are spent in misery or pain from forced breeding 
characteristics, from having beaks or tails docked, given highly unnatural 
food to eat, their offspring immediately removed, and crammed into 
cramped indoor cells that they never leave except to be slaughtered, often 
while still conscious[.]111
This heavy consumption of meat has led to the development of factory-like settings 
where the word animals is dropped. The terminology used attempts to hide the fact that 
these are living, breathing, suffering creatures. CAFOs drop the word “animals,” using 
“production units” instead. Chickens and other poultry are debeaked, left with just 
enough of the lower beak to pick up their food. Pig tails are docked for fear of stress-
induced cannibalism. Beef cows are kept 250 at a time in a space barely bigger than a 
football field. Calves are routinely taken from milking cows, placed on a substitute 
formula, and crammed into an area roughly the size of a kitchen table to become veal.  
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One of the most disturbing arguments for CAFOs is that of our growing 
population. Some argue that homesteading and small scale food production cannot feed 
the world population as it is or as it grows.112 Currently half of the world's population is 
malnourished, and 20 percent live in absolute poverty, lacking basic necessities including
food.113 The population continues to rise, and with it the call for greater food production 
despite the fact that there is already more than enough food harvested yearly to feed the 
world. As Mark Bittman, New York Times Magazine's lead food columnist, states, 
“There’s plenty of food. Too much of it is going to feed animals, too much of it is being 
converted to fuel and too much of it is being wasted.”114 The issue here is not the amount 
of food being produced, but how it is and distributed. 
An Example of CAFOs Close to Home: DeCoster Egg Farms
Since the growth of CAFOs, many family farms have had to close their doors due 
to lack of income as more and more people developed a taste for cheap prices and would 
not pay the price for local food. Other farms and homesteads were forced to close due to 
towns changing their regulations, as townsfolk no longer saw the need for farms to exist 
nearby. Richardson's Farm was one of those affected by the latter. For years Richardson's 
Farm was located on the stretch between the town of Rumford, Maine, and a cluster of 
houses were built further down the road, years after the farm had been established, 
including one of the homes I lived in during my childhood. Growing up, I thought that 
that those living in the mill town had forgotten the necessity of farms as people living 
near Richardson's farm shared comments about hoping not to get stuck behind those 
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“damn cows.” Complaints came forth every spring from those living out past the farm 
about the smell of manure spread out into the pastures, especially from the mill workers 
who looked down on farmers who made less than they did.   
Despite the complaints from those in town, having lived near Richardson's Farm, 
I can't recall ever seeing a sick or lame cow. They were always out in the fields, grazing 
contently, drinking water provided from a brook on the property, and relaxing in the 
shade from trees strategically left in the pasture. The smell was the sweet scent of well 
composted manure that had been stored correctly, not that of the manure pits or bacteria 
infested barns that dot the landscape nationally. In my memory, Richardson's Farm took 
care of their animals in a manner that many homesteaders and small-scale farmers do 
today. They seemed to do things right: happy animals, no over crowding, and a 
knowledge of how to deal naturally with waste created by the bovines.  
In contrast to the fine example of Richardson's Farm is DeCoster Egg Farms, one 
of Maine's most disturbing cases of CAFO owners simply not caring about the well being
of their animals or consumers. Unfortunately this is an example well known to many 
Mainers. The tales of DeCoster Egg Farms are a piece of Maine agricultural history 
recent enough to shape the methods and goals of modern homesteaders, especially 
chicken owners. 
Jack DeCoster, a native of Turner, Maine, ran his commercial egg production in 
Maine for over sixty years, and also owned farms in Iowa and Maryland. In September of
2010, there was a nationwide recall of eggs contaminated with salmonella, all of which 
came from his Iowa based hen houses. This was not the first time that DeCoster's egg 
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farms had made it into the news and it is just one of the many incidents involving 
DeCoster violations and lawsuits. Joe Fassler, a contributor to The Atlantic covered the 
story of DeCoster's egg farms and put together a time-line of offenses committed by the 
company. Fassler wrote:
What emerged from my interviews and research is a pattern of offenses – a 
stubborn, company-wide refusal to abide by regulations, no matter how many 
times DeCoster was caught and no matter how many times Maine's alert litigators 
tried to force constraints on a chronically law-breaking mogul. 
[…] 
Many of the incidents here – aside from the major national stories like the historic
OSHA fine – have not been reported on since they first happened. Some of the 
smaller infractions have never been reported in the national press, and some have 
not been reported at all. Tracking DeCoster's history of past offenses is no easy 
task.115 
DeCoster had a habit of waiting to see how far a lawsuit would go before settling out of 
court before a verdict could be reached.
In order to establish that DeCoster's in Turner, Maine, was and is a CAFO, one 
only has to look at the first minimum wage law which was essentially created to regulate 
DeCoster's business practices. In 1975, Maine's Majority Leader in the State Legislature 
proposed legislation meant to force DeCoster to pay his workers the minimum wage. 
While most agricultural companies in Maine are exempt from paying minimum wage, 
this new law created an “exemption from the exemption” in which any farm that has 
more than 300,000 laying birds would have to pay minimum wage to its workers.116 So 
many birds in a limited sized facility means that these chickens were packed into such 
confinement as to be unsanitary, unhealthy, and emotionally scarring animals due to the 
lack of fresh air, sunshine, and freedom of movement. 
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In addition to accusations of animal abuse and unfair working conditions, the list 
of lawsuits brought against DeCoster's company read as one large example of the pest 
issues previously mentioned regarding concentrated animal feeding operations. In 1980, 
the fly problem around DeCoster's facility became so severe that people living in the 
vicinity could no longer use the outdoor spaces around their homes. Despite constant 
complaints to town and federal representatives, nothing was done. In Fassler's opinion, it 
appeared as though DeCoster's big tax dollars were a boon in the eyes of regulators and 
no one wanted to get in his way. Fly and odor problems continued. In 1987, a February 
fire killed over 100,000 birds, making the situation difficult to ignore. Normally the 
carcasses would be buried in a mass pit to decompose, but DeCoster decided to leave the 
birds in the open. By May, three months after the fire, the odors were so strong that 
neighbors had no choice but to sue DeCoster and force his company to properly dispose 
of the bodies.117
DeCoster showed his lack of concern as he continued unsanitary practices at his 
poultry farms. In 2002, neighbors sued DeCoster farms for a second time for “lack of 
quality of life,” claiming that they were suffering due to the farm's lack of cleanliness. 
Twenty-seven neighbors were annoyed with the stench and the flies from the CAFO. 
Finally the courts forced DeCoster to clean up storage sheds full of dead chickens and 
manure. He was required to install fans in the chicken houses' manure pits to dry the 
sewage in order to help gain control of the fly population. When journalist Fassler spoke 
to the neighbors in 2010, only a few saw a marked difference in the fly population, 
leaving one to wonder if DeCoster kept his end of the settlement.118 
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In 2009, the animal rights group Mercy for Animals arranged for an undercover 
reporter to document conditions at Quality Egg in Turner, Maine, DeCoster's re-named 
egg farm. The undercover reporter caught numerous animal abuse cases on film. The 
video, which was posted online, showed workers killing birds by swinging them by their 
necks, kicking wounded birds into manure pits where they slowly died, and throwing live
birds into the trashcans to suffocate. Cages were badly overstuffed. These are only a few 
of the abuses caught on the film. Maine State Veterinarian Don Hoenig filed suit against 
DeCoster, and insisted that the facility bring in more oversight, hire poultry experts to 
oversee animal husbandry, and mandate animal sensitivity training for plant workers. An 
out of court settlement may have modified or canceled those changes as no direct 
evidence about the outcome of the court case is readily available.119
The DeCoster animal abuse case is well-known as the videos are posted on the 
internet in a very public form.120 The cases of salmonella outbreaks remained more 
hidden as many occurred before the prolific use of the internet and social media. The first
connection between salmonella and DeCoster came in 1988. After three outbreaks of the 
illness, five-hundred hospitalizations, and eleven deaths, salmonella-tainted eggs were 
traced back to DeCoster farms in Maryland and Maine. DeCoster had to dispose of over 
200,000 contaminated hens. The most recent outbreak of tainted eggs came in August of 
2010 when 550,000 eggs were linked to two DeCoster owned facilities in Iowa. Iowa 
barns run by DeCoster looked similar to those in Turner before Maine enforced 
regulations: “unsafe electrical conditions, improperly kept manure, infestations of mice 
and maggots and flies, sick hens.”121 
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These CAFOs highlight problems existing in mass animal husbandry. There is a 
severe lack of pollution control, and problematic pests and pathogens run rampant. 
Unfortunately there are non-homesteaders who have difficulty in differentiating between 
CAFO based problems and the lack of similar issues with homesteads. Education is 
necessary in order for people to learn where and how their meat is raised. Those who 
have never set foot in a CAFO, watched videos of commercial agriculture online, or read 
any of the treaties on the modern agricultural models would have no idea about the state 
that the animal lives in before being slaughtered. On that same note, without visiting local
homesteads and talking to the homesteaders about how they raise their animals, people 
assume that animals grown on the homestead are grown in similar conditions as those 
raised in CAFOs, but on a smaller scale. Instead, those who recall DeCoster's and other 
images of CAFOs that have been shared by the media, attempt to restrict homesteads and 
limit them only to extreme rural areas, unintentionally limiting their community's food 
security through town ordinances limiting gardens and animal husbandry.  Dispelling the 
myth that homestead animals and CAFO animals are treated the same requires that the 
public learn about the differences between CAFOs and homesteads.
Homesteads and Animal Husbandry in Maine: A Stand Against CAFOs
Why do homesteaders raise their own meat? Don't livestock animals take time to 
care for? Is it really more cost effective than buying the meat from another local source? 
Doesn't having “farm animals” mean you are always at home? In response, chickens take 
hardly any time at all. Even the numerous feedings, waterings, and possible “vet 
treatments” that may be given throughout the day total somewhere around one to two 
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hours for a thirty-bird flock. Regarding cost, input equals output: some homesteaders buy
Cornish X, a standard CAFO meat bird with plenty of health issues to suffer from during 
their short existence; we prefer the heritage birds that are healthier, more robust creatures 
and produce a much better tasting meat. Including the cost for butchering, the monetary 
investment to raise our chickens is roughly the same as any other local homesteader or 
small farm. For family excursions off the homestead, timing is everything. The better the 
weather – not too hot, not too cold – the easier it is on the animals to either “go it alone” 
or be minimally checked on. 
Homesteaders that I have surveyed and interviewed stated that they strive to move
away from CAFO meat and to move towards raising their own animals. Are large parcels 
of land needed to raise meat animals? Not at all. Even the smallest parcel can be utilized. 
The amount and nature of the land determines which and how many animals can be 
raised, but determined homesteaders can at least start with laying hens for egg 
production. One homesteader surveyed indicated that she tends chickens, ducks, turkey, 
geese, guinea hens, rabbits, goats, sheep, and pigs, providing the homestead with a wide 
assortment of animal products on thirty-five acres of land, considered to be a small land 
parcel in comparison to large scale farms.122 
Chickens are the most common livestock for homesteaders who begin animal 
husbandry practices, as they provide an almost immediate return on a relatively cheap 
investment which is why we chose them for our first venture. With many small towns and
cities beginning to allow at least small layer flocks, urban and rural homesteaders have 
adopted chickens as their “gateway” animal to raising their own meat. Chickens raised as 
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broiler, or meat birds, are common, as well as turkey and ducks. Geese and guinea hens 
are kept by homesteaders as well but are not as popular due to the noise level and the 
space they need to roam. Second to poultry are goats and rabbits, two other low-needs 
animals that produce a high amount of meat per pound of feed. In addition to meat, 
poultry produce feathers that can be used for fishing ties and lures, select breeds of goats 
and rabbits can have their fur spun into yarn, goats and sheep can produce milk, and 
select cattle can provide milk and the tertiary service of being work animals in the fields. 
Many homesteaders learn the trade of butchering and will process their own 
animals; some even build a separate butcher shop and become licensed, allowing them to
have an income from the trade. Other homesteaders, such as ourselves, either have a 
friend or family member do the butchering or pay a local butcher that they know and 
trust. These butchers are willing to allow customers to view the butchering area and 
process, giving the homesteader the chance to make sure that the process is humane and 
sanitary.
There is a wide range in how much processing is actually carried out on the 
homestead depending on regulatory laws and the availability of local butchers. In Maine, 
finding someone to “process” the animal from a living creature to packaged meat is easy 
enough. For example, within a twenty mile drive of Norridgewock, Maine, there are one 
cattle butcher, three poultry and rabbit processing places, and a family run slaughterhouse
that will butcher any form of livestock.  Thanks to these resources the meat raised locally 
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is processed locally as well. While locally raised meat is generally more expensive than 
mass produced meat, the cost has the ability to curb consumption, which is both healthier 
for those eating meat123 and healthier for the environment.124
There are many advantages to animals grown in much smaller flocks and herds 
than those raised in concentrated animal feeding operations. Any illnesses that arise are 
easily noticed and are apt to be dealt with in a swift manner, keeping both the consumers 
and the other animals safe. Animals enjoy more freedom of space and live happier and 
healthier lives. Over half of the homesteaders spoken to for this paper admitted to 
circumnavigating the legal issues of selling meat raised without proper licensing at the 
state and federal levels that regulate slaughter, growing, and production procedures. 
Many barter and give meat to friends and family, helping to share with others the ability 
to enjoy non-CAFO foods. By bartering and giving away meat and products, 
homesteaders are able to provide an “income” for the homestead without having to first 
create debt to pay for certifications that they would never come close to needing. 
It can be emotionally difficult to eat animals we have raised. For those who don't 
process their own animals, there is still the emotional roller coaster of packing animals 
raised on the homestead into crates and loading them into the car, driving to the butcher 
and handing the animals over, picking them up an hour later and bringing them home to 
the freezer. My husband and I had held these birds and other animals in our hands since 
they were a day old. My son has fed, cuddled, and loved those birds that are now in our 
freezer. As a family, we pour attention, time, and devotion into these animals. In return 
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we gain an education, experience, and sustenance. It’s never easy to see an animal's life 
come to an end, even one that has been born and raised for the sole purpose of feeding 
the family.
Why raise livestock, such as chickens, if it is so hard to see them go off to 
“freezer camp?” There are many ways to answer this question but simplest is that raising 
poultry locally is by far healthier for the consumers and the animals. These birds have 
room to grow, are unaltered, and live in clean and ample space. Each fowl is watched for 
every wound and illness, from pasty butt to bumble foot, to torn combs and frostbite. 
Each animal is held, named, and acknowledged as a living being, not a “production unit.”
Humans eat meat because they are omnivores, but that does not mean our culture 
needs to become heartless about eating animals. Our current industrialization of animal 
husbandry that has formed concentrated animal feedlot operations (CAFOs) has led the 
United States to become a society unaware of where our meat comes from. Many no 
longer realize their food as once having been a living animal. We use our homestead to 
help fight to close this gap for our family, striving to connect back into the food chain, 
giving each animal consumed the best life possible until it’s time for their ultimate 
destiny. Meat eating homesteaders such as myself have made the conscious decision to 
raise their own meat and purchase what they can't raise from other homesteads and small 
farms. Is there more that can be done to repair this lost connection with food source? Yes,
but raising chickens for eggs and meat is an easy first step.
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CHAPTER FOUR:
MAINE HOMESTEADING'S CONNECTION TO STRENGTHENING
FOOD SOVEREIGNTY AND FOOD SECURITY 
“Do we have any extra eggs?” was all the text from my husband read. He was at 
work and would be coming home for lunch soon. 
“Skip needs eggs...” I mumbled as I texted back my response, asking how many 
my husband's co-worker needed for the week.
“Two.” 
Opening the door to the refrigerator, I chuckled. There on the bottom shelf sat 
seven and a half dozen eggs, organized from oldest to newest. Each carton was marked 
appropriately as per the legal requirements for selling eggs, labeled with our address, 
phone number, the appropriate temperature to store eggs (as decided by the USDA), and 
the warning to fully cook them. I picked out the first three cartons and began inspecting 
the eggs. In a fourth carton I set aside the eggs that would go back in the refrigerator to 
be eaten here on the homestead. Eggs with calcium spots, uneven shells, or that are on 
the small side I won't sell as they normally aren't considered “store quality.” The ones 
with excessive amounts of chicken poop go back into the carton for the homestead as 
well. (We're not required to wash our eggs in order to sell them, which works out well as 
washing eggs removes the bloom, a natural barrier from bacteria which could otherwise 
enter through the porous egg shell and contaminate the egg within.) As I look over the 
cartons and tag two for Skip, I'm lost in thought, studying the array of colors that my 
hens lay – purple, pink, blue, white, and brown. The only color missing is green.
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I'm jolted out of my reverie by my phone calling for my attention again. I assume 
it is my husband asking about something else homestead-related, but instead find a text 
from my friend in Vermont asking how much I wanted for the catnip I was selling. 
Beneath that text was a previously unopened one from another friend who was asking the
same thing, but also inquiring whether or not I would have any extra chamomile and 
what I would ask for a bag of it dried? I replied to both texts only to receive another from
someone entirely different, asking if I had grown any stevia this year. I hadn't as we still 
had some on hand from the year before. I made a note in my farm journal that at least 
one person would buy stevia from me during the next season. 
The 2015 calendar year has brought with it changes on our homestead: this is the
first year that we have begun to sell surplus. Sales do not add up to much and barely 
bring in enough money to pay for the chicken feed, but it's a start. We currently sell extra 
eggs to bring in a few dollars on a weekly basis (a task that was easier to do before we 
lost four hens to predators). We sold extra pullets, young laying hens, to make room in 
the flock for homestead hatched birds that we didn't expect to have. Selling herbs was a 
surprise as I had planted my seeds before the last frost and didn't know how well the 
plants would grow. The bumper crop of chamomile and catnip speak for themselves. 
Most of the sales I do are to local people whom we know. Selling locally not only 
helps build a secure customer base, but also builds connections with other homesteaders 
and local community members who see the value in local products. Throughout this first 
year of selling from the homestead, we did not generate enough income to legally file as 
self-employed, which is fine as this was just a test year to see if we could produce more 
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than what we needed for ourselves. Had it been a full-fledged attempt to produce an 
income from our homestead, we would have had to apply for separate certifications for 
selling eggs, produce, and herbs. 
Current laws in Maine allow a variety of small-scale production and sales 
without certification; we can sell these few items because we are not advertising, nor 
selling in mass quantity.125 However, there is always the concern that these laws may 
change. If the laws were altered to demand certification and licensing of all forms of 
agricultural sale, regardless of the income brought in, many small homesteads currently 
selling directly to family, friends, and neighbors would have either to continue to do so 
illegally or pay for certifications and licenses that are not currently necessary for selling 
such small amounts. This process could have more dire implications than one would 
think. For example, if I had to pay for a certification to sell eggs and herbs then I would 
have been more hesitant to test the waters this year. Even a fee as small as twenty-five or 
thirty dollars can set a budget-strict homestead back as that fee easily equally two bags 
of chicken feed, a full month's supply. Without being able to test locally the demand of the
product that a homestead is selling, homesteaders might not be as apt to take the plunge 
of selling surplus. Yet selling our surplus helps create a local food hub even if it is just 
amongst our immediate friends, family, and neighbors. Such restrictions could initiate the
spiral of limited food choices, or sovereignty, and the lack of local foods to purchase, 
risking food security. 
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Defining Food Sovereignty and Food Security 
“Food sovereignty” and “food security” are two terms that connect homesteading 
to the growing local food movement, of which homesteading is a large part.126 Until 2009,
the national media did not use these terms, but now they surface with each new food 
recall, USDA law change, and upswing in oil prices. These terms tend to be connected 
with economic status by those not accustomed to the overall cost of growing food, as 
local foods can appear more expensive until we consider the hidden benefits to personal, 
environmental, and community health. Regardless of the personal viewpoint individuals 
hold regarding the definitions, food sovereignty and food security are necessary to the 
current homesteading movement. 
The term “food sovereignty” is simply defined by the US Food Sovereignty 
Alliance as “the right of a people to determine their own food and agricultural policies; 
the democratization of food and agriculture.”127 A Haroon Akram-Lodhi, in his essay 
“How to Build Food Sovereignty,” lists the six key components of food sovereignty as: 
(1) protecting people's right to healthy, sufficient, sustainable, and culturally centered 
food, while removing the concept of food as a commodity; (2) maintaining the 
contributions and rights of those harvesting and processing the food as essential; (3) 
deterring the growth of conglomerate food corporations in exchange for placing providers
and consumers at the center of food-based decisions; (4) preserving the local environment
as part of the food supply and providing food providers with control of the operation 
from beginning to end; (5) building knowledge and skills previously lost by families and 
communities; and (6) ensuring that food producers work directly with nature.128 Each 
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component of food sovereignty connects to homesteading seamlessly. Homesteaders' 
focus on shifting food production from commercial agriculture to localized spaces, 
including backyards and community gardens, helps build and support local food culture 
while removing its commodity designation. Raising, harvesting, and processing food on 
the homestead are essential contributions; without this input of work and knowledge the 
homestead cannot thrive. The rights of those choosing to sell their goods are essential. 
Allowing homesteaders to set their own prices and practices related to selling food 
removes the corporations and places providers and consumers in direct contact with one 
another. When farmers and homesteaders utilize the land in a sustainable manner, the 
land and surrounding environment have a much greater chance of remaining as pristine 
and self-sustaining as possible. In the name of food sovereignty and providing for the 
homestead, homesteaders revive skills such as gardening, animal husbandry, basic 
butchering, animal health care, and canning.
The term “food sovereignty” is new but the practice is not. La Via Campesina, an 
international movement meaning “the peasant's way,” began using the term “food 
sovereignty” at the World Food Summit in 1996, rooting it to the global struggles over 
the control of food, land, water, and livelihoods. But the modern notion of food 
sovereignty truly began in the nineteenth century when peasants fought to recapture the 
right to have and maintain their own subsistence garden plots in order to feed themselves 
and their families. The peasants who started the movement had precarious food security 
and lived in a society where the government undermined the peasants' efforts to produce 
their own food.129 From the very beginning, La Via Campesina has been a global 
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movement, with the initial meeting in 1993 including farmers' representatives from 
Africa, the Americas, Europe, and Asia, suggesting that governments across the globe 
have been impeding small farmers.130 
In many ways, the US government also controls food sovereignty in that the 
USDA controls how food is labeled. Further, the FDA decides what food is and isn't safe. 
Both the USDA and FDA have lobbyists in Washington pushing for laws and regulations 
limiting small farms and homesteads supposedly in an effort to protect public safety but 
in reality the effort usually benefits industrial agriculture. Food sovereignty seeks to 
clarify where, how, and under what conditions food is grown. The desired transparency is
reflected in the demand for GMO labeling and production locations labeling on meat 
products. As the food sovereignty movement makes gains in providing greater 
transparency in food production, consumers will be able to make more informed food 
choices. 
Dispelling arguments against food sovereignty, Henry Bernstein, Emeritus 
Professor of Development Studies in the University of London's school of Oriental and 
African Studies, wrote about the impact of a globalized food market on agriculture in his 
essay “Food Sovereignty: A Skeptical View.”131 Of the twelve key points he makes 
regarding the impact of globalized food markets, five directly correlate with food 
sovereignty in regards to the homesteading movement and homesteaders' actions in 
procuring secure food. 
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Bernstein's first two points focus on genetically modified organisms, a primary 
concern of homesteaders discussed earlier. Corporations are attempting to patent 
intellectual property rights in genetic plant material which would grant them the power to
sue surrounding growers for accidental cross breeding.132 By refusing to allow GMOs to 
be used within town and state limits, and in some cases national boundaries, growers 
declared their rights not to be sued by these corporations and refuse to knowingly change 
the environment around them by planting GMO crops. Homesteaders demonstrate this 
decision to refuse GMO crops on the individual level via what they grow and on a 
broader scale with the information they share and the political actions they take against 
the corporations in control of GMOs.133 
Bernstein also addresses the impact of globalized food markets on food 
sovereignty in connection with health issues associated with the rising amounts of toxic 
chemicals in industrially grown and processed foods that in turn create nutritional 
deficiencies, obesity, and malnutrition.134 While some of theses health concerns are 
connected to genetically modified organisms, they have also been connected to the use of 
hormones and antibiotics in meat animals. By raising our own animals we know precisely
what is going into our meat and thus into our bodies. For example, while many brands of 
store-bought milk no longer carry the previously popular artificial growth hormone rBST 
(a Monsanto creation), there is still the possibility of vaccine chemicals, antibiotics, and 
steroids being passed through the milk. While we do not have our own milk producing 
animals, we buy raw milk from another local homesteader, who is licensed to sell at the 
local farmer's market, allowing us to know the process and animals, if we so choose. 
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The fourth and fifth impacts of globalized food that have a disastrous effect on 
food sovereignty addresses the environmental factors of a globalized food economy. 
Environmental concerns brought on by the use of fossil fuels, most notably from the 
transportation of goods and machinery used on large-scale farms, convinces many to 
develop a local diet to grow what they can in their own yard. A lack of sustainability of 
an overstretched food web created through the over use of shipping from large scale 
farms also motivates local production.135 During natural or human-made disasters, the 
fragility of the globalized system is noticeable. One spike in oil prices anywhere in the 
nation causes the price of goods to rise, whether through transportation or manufacturing 
costs. One natural disaster, such as a severe snow storm or hurricane, can shut down 
portions of the national food distribution system, leaving store shelves empty, and people 
scrambling for items that could otherwise be raised and purchased locally, such as milk, 
eggs, and bread. Relying on such a wide spread system leaves very little security. 
Defined as “access by all people at all times to enough [food] for an active, 
healthy, life,” food security is closely tied to food sovereignty. The definition of “food 
security” agreed upon by the World Health Organization, the USDA, and the United 
Nations, creates a unifying concept as to what food security means, regardless of class, 
race, or nationality.136 The potential loss of local foods is the unifying relationship 
between food security and food sovereignty. Increasing town, state, and federal policies 
that limit small farmers and homesteaders growing food for themselves and others, 
increases the risk of low food security in the case of an oil shortage, severe weather, or 
other emergency. 
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Similar fears of a lack of food were common in the past, such as the Dust Bowl 
era during the Great Depression and during the 1970s oil embargo. The difference now is 
that food security is also at risk from the lack of small producers due to restrictive 
legislature and large monoculture farms producing cheaper goods. For many 
homesteaders, food security and the ability to feed one's family are primary reasons to 
homestead. One Maine homesteader I surveyed commented that their “primary reasons 
[for homesteading] are freedom and security. Not being dependent on government or 
commercial concerns in case of (whatever) is liberating.”137 Another claimed that, “Food 
is a right, the ability to feed yourself is a right and no one or any corporation should have 
the means to tell you what, how and where to grow your food. If we give away this right, 
I am worried there will come a time when food and the ability and knowledge to grow it 
will be lost.”138
Maine's Food Deserts
Maine's problems regarding food security are tied to the possibility of increasing 
food deserts in state. By creating unnecessary regulations that can negatively impact a 
homestead's ability to thrive, such as limitations on the number of animals they can raise, 
what products can be sold in small batches without a license, rules regarding what can 
and can't be grown and built on house lots – both the state and town governments are 
causing the potential for limited food options. These limitations can seriously impair the 
state, making Maine uninviting for newcomers and making life difficult for those who 
already live here. 
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Regulations on local food growth and distribution increase the number of food 
deserts in Maine. The USDA classifies a “food desert” as a census tract that meets both 
low-income and low-access criteria. Low-income criteria is a poverty rate in a given area 
greater than or equal to 20 percent of a median family income in a given area that does 
not exceed 80 percent statewide (rural/suburban) or metro-area (urban) average family 
income. Low-access criteria means that 500 people or 33 percent of the population, 
whichever is greater, are located more than one mile in urban settings, or ten miles in 
rural setting, from the nearest supermarket or large grocery store.139 Based on 2000 
census data and 2006 data locations of supermarkets, supercenters, and large grocery 
stores, there are 6,529 food deserts nationally. Out of 6,529 food deserts, 2,204 of these 
were rural and 4,175 urban.140 
Each food desert or potential food desert puts the surrounding population at risk. 
For example, according to the classification guidelines previously outlined, our town of 
Norridgewock, Maine, is on the brink of being in a food desert.141 For many in the town 
limits, the nearest grocery store is at least six miles away, for those on the other side of 
the town it can be as far as twenty-four miles, well past the ten mile benchmark. There 
are three general stores in Norridgewock where people can buy quick, processed, and 
preservative heavy meals. Apples are roughly two dollars each, which is the same price as
a whole box of brandname toaster pastries. When someone has a family to feed a quick 
breakfast to, it's likely he or she will choose the pastries. There are very few options for 
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people who may not be able to get to the local grocery store on short notice. Public 
transportation does exist from Norridgewock to surrounding towns, but the shuttle does 
not run frequently and has limited seating capacity. 
The town next to Norridgewock is in even more of a predicament. The small town
of Mercer is truly classified as a food desert.  The closest grocery store for those living in 
Mercer is a fourteen mile trip, one-way. The town itself has only one general store, which
is located anywhere from one to ten miles from most of the town's population, as it is on 
the main route that skirts the town. The people in the area are at the mercy of this one 
general store's prices if they need to buy something in an emergency. Both Norridgewock
and Mercer would lose what little food security the towns cling to if there were a gas 
shortage, natural disaster, or other crisis limiting transportation. Additionally, both towns 
are losing population due to the lack of such services in the immediate area. People are 
choosing to move closer to the larger towns as it puts them nearer to amenities that they 
deem necessary, a choice which further threatens the few places there are to buy goods to 
eventually discontinue stock and possibly close. 
The USDA's Food Environment Atlas, makes it easy to see that there are other 
food deserts in Maine aside from the one in Mercer. This online program on the USDA's 
website is designed to act as a research archive for assembled statistics on food 
environment indicators and provides a visual representation of a community's ability to 
access healthy foods. 142 According to data from the Food Environment Atlas, there are 
twenty-two classified food deserts recorded in Maine, spread throughout ten of sixteen 
counties. The majority of Maine’s food deserts are in Penobscot county (15 percent of the
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county's population lives in a food desert) and Aroostook county. Out of all twenty-two, 
only seven food deserts are urban, with the remaining fifteen existing in a rural setting. In
all, over 75,000 Mainers are living in a food desert, an area where residents can not get 
enough food for an active, healthy life. These people have next to nothing for food 
security.143 The longer these food deserts exist, the more likely it is some people will 
move out of these areas, meaning even less of a reason for grocery stores, supermarkets, 
and other secure food businesses to enter into the already existing food deserts, while 
those people who stay face mostly unhealthy food choices. 
Philip McMicheal, professor of Development Sociology at Cornell University, in 
his essay titled “Historicizing Food Sovereignty: A Food Regime Perspective,”claims that
increasing food sovereignty and reclaimed food deserts,  a reversal of the exodus from 
the country to the cities.144 When more food sources exist in rural areas, people are more 
apt to stay in these areas when all other conditions are met. Increased secure food sources
also hold the potential to draw people into the rural setting. In times of financial stress, 
communities that have high densities of local food sources might be more apt to share 
with their neighbors as everyone would be feeling a similar pinch. Homesteaders who do 
not have to buy the bulk of their food may even have surplus produce to share with their 
neighbors or bargain for help around the homestead. A food-based community helps to 
eliminate the impact of a food desert and can eventually help build a steady, local food 
supply. Increased local food supply may in turn allow for more local food sources as 
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homesteaders may feel the ability to expand their product line and more people may 
become homesteaders. As the food desert fades, at least one reason for exodus 
diminishes. 
Bringing food back to the country helps communities that otherwise see people 
having to spend precious time and money to drive and purchase food from stores, 
purchases which then send money out of the state and local community.  Akram-Lodhi 
states that, “The objective of the global food sovereignty movement should thus be a 
livelihood-enhancing, climate-friendly food system that does not exclude anyone from 
food because it is available to all as a basic right of citizenship. In other words, food must
become what economists call a 'public good': something which is available to all and 
from which no one can be excluded.”145 
The resurgence of purchasing local foods and goods in order to increase food 
sovereignty has given rise to the “locavore movement,” with “locavore” being defined as 
“a person interested in eating food that is locally produced, not moved long distances to 
market.”146 Much of the locavore movement depends on the increase in farmers' markets 
and community supported agriculture shares (CSAs). By joining in the locavore 
movement, our homestead has benefited from the knowledge and experiences of others, 
allowing us to avoid risking serious illness or monetary loss due to mistakes. Purchasing 
goods from another homesteader at farmers' markets or farm stands allows for a safety 
net. What doesn't work this year – say growing onions – can still be purchased locally. 
The locavore movement has turned CSAs and farmers' markets into helpful tools for 
homesteaders. Some homesteaders use farmers' markets and other locavore tools to 
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launch their homesteads: “My participation in the locavore movement and my starting to 
homestead my quarter acre happened at, roughly, the same time. I don't think my 
particular case [is the] norm, but I do know that a lot more people are becoming 
locavores so that they can better know their food (usually purchasing locally grown foods
means one comes face-to-face with the person who produced it), and many of those 
people end up trying to grow some of their own food, too, because the only way to know 
one's food is to grow it oneself.”147 
Homesteaders can play an important role in increasing the production of local 
food and slow the rural exodus in Maine. Food can once again become a local good in 
Maine's food deserts. As addressed in chapter three, the price for such locally grown food
may be more expensive than what can be bought at the grocery store. However, people 
living in a food desert will appreciate the convenience of local food if they can afford the 
higher price on average or need something on an emergency basis. The local growth in 
homesteading also helps promote homesteading skills by spreading information to others 
about garden planting and animal husbandry, resulting in more homesteaders and helping 
to build a stronger homesteading community within the food desert. This strength in 
community then closes the loop by helping attract additional homesteaders. This cycle 
helps to rectify some of the problematic issues in current commercial agriculture and 
animal husbandry which homesteaders are trying to impact both individually and as a 
collective, such as GMOs, CAFOs, food sovereignty and security.
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Maine Homesteaders Advocate for Food Sovereignty and Security
Maine is a political hotbed when it comes to the debate over homesteaders selling 
their goods. During the survey for this project, one homesteader commented on the state 
of laws and regulations in Maine by saying, “I fear that our current legislation is driving 
homesteaders underground as we are constantly penalized for our low-impact, 
harmonious practices, such as drinking raw milk, raising and butchering our own meat, 
and feeding our families organically.”148 If there was a watershed moment that made 
modern homesteaders on the whole realize that they needed to spearhead Maine's food 
sovereignty at the local level instead of the state level, it very well might have come from
the “bureaucratic bumbling over chickens.” In 2009, the Maine legislature passed an 
amendment to the previously existing poultry processing law.149 This amendment was 
supposed to help more farmers and homesteaders sell their poultry. The idea was that 
small producers who sold less than $1,000 in poultry per year would be able to slaughter 
birds on their farms instead of at a slaughterhouse. When the state regulators wrote the 
rules, however, the subsequent cost of making changes on the homestead or farm for 
“approved” slaughtering was too high for small time poultry producers. Many would pay 
between $30,000 to $40,000 to meet the regulations proposed.150 
This poultry debacle motivated Bob St. Peter, of the advocacy group Food For 
Maine's Future, to consider what could be done to save small farms and homesteads 
before regulation made it impossible to continue. He began working with the town of 
Blue Hill to draft a local food sovereignty ordinance. Blue Hill residents and St. Peter 
weren't the only ones thinking along these lines. 
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Working at the state level, Representative William Noon (D-Sanford) wrote and 
delivered a bill in 2011 attempting to set guidelines for exemptions to current licensing 
agreements regarding raw milk. His goal was to help bring more food sovereignty to 
local areas by allowing farms to sell raw milk and raw milk products on site, while farms 
could not advertise nor solicit sales and advertisement would have to be word-of-
mouth.151 The bill was defeated, but two other bills linked to raw milk sales were recently
proposed. L.D. 229 was a much broader proposal and would exempt dairy farms from 
state licensing and inspections if production were less than 20 gallons of raw milk per 
day and sold only at farmers' markets or direct from the farm.152 Drafted by Rep. Noon to 
address issues in his previously introduced bill, L.D. 312 would exempt dairy farms only 
if the raw milk is sold directly to the consumer. Farmers would not be allowed to 
advertise via this bill and would be required to take a dairy sanitation course.153 Both L.D.
229 and L.D. 312 would require labels that clearly show that the product is 
unpasteurized. Both bills would have allowed for homesteaders to sell to neighbors, 
family, and friends, but unfortunately neither passed.
While there are many people on both sides of the debate regarding the raw milk 
issue, Governor Paul LePage seems to be at least open to the idea. According to Anne 
Berleant, writer for Penobscot Bay Press and The Weekly Packet, LePage was concerned 
with the original bill making it legal for raw milk sales to take place at the farmers' 
markets.154 In 2013, LePage wrote an explanation accompanying his veto of Rep. Noon's 
original bill claiming that he wanted to see a “chain of custody” that would provide 
responsibility if an illness should occur. “The 'on Farm only' approach would reduce risk 
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to overall public health because consumers would know the farmer who produced the 
milk, see and inspect the farm and hold the producer accountable for food borne illnesses 
that are associated with unpasteurized milk. It would at the same time encourage more 
on-farm sales of raw milk without requiring a state license.”155 
Some towns in Maine are frustrated with waiting for the state and federal 
governments to loosen the reins on goods sold on the homestead. In 2011, Sedgwick, 
Maine, with a population of only 1,012, became the first town in the United States to pass
a Food Sovereignty ordinance which declared the right to produce and sell local foods of 
the citizens' choosing, without state and federal regulation. The ordinance declared that: 
Producers or processors of local foods in the Town of Sedgwick are exempt from 
licensure and inspection provided that the transaction is only between the 
producer or processor and a patron when the food is sold for home consumption. 
This includes any producers or processor who sells his or her products at farmers' 
markets or roadside stands; sells his or her products through farm-based sales 
directly to a patron; or delivers his or her products directly to patrons.156  
In order to prove the viability of this ordinance those who were drafting the ordinance 
referred to three key documents: The United States Constitution, the Maine Constitution, 
and the Maine Revised Statutes. The United States Constitution declared that government
derives its power from the consent of the governed people. The ordinance argued that, in 
this case, the people want to be able to declare for themselves what foods they want to 
consume. Maine's Constitution declared in Article 1 §2, that all power in the government 
is inherent in the people, who can alter, change, and reform it to meet their wants. Here 
again, the people want the freedom to choose what to feed themselves. The Maine 
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Revised Statutes lent the greatest support: §3001 of Title 30-A, enacted in 1987, grants 
municipalities the right to regulate health, safety, and welfare, while §211 of Title 7 states
“it is the policy of the State to encourage food self-sufficiency for the State.”157 
Since Sedgwick's declaration of food sovereignty, other towns have followed suit.
In April of 2011, Mother Earth News shared the message of Maine's emerging food 
sovereignty movement, stating that it had “received word from forward-thinking 
community members in Penobscot, Maine, about their decision to pass a Local Food and 
Community Self-Governance Ordinance. After feeling frustrated with the lack of 
progress with the state and federal governments, they decided to take the matter into their
own hands and play a part in how their local food system develops.”158 This local 
ordinance made Penobscot the second town in Maine to declare food sovereignty. 
Roughly a year later, both Livermore and Appleton also adopted food sovereignty 
ordinances.159 By 2013, Trenton, Hope, and Plymouth had similar food sovereignty 
ordinances in place.160 On March 4, 2013, Brooskville made the fifth town in Hancock 
County – and the last on the Blue Hill peninsula – to pass the “Local Food and 
Community Self-Governance Ordinance.”161 In May of the same year, Isle au Haut also 
passed the ordinance.162 Freedom, Maine, declared food sovereignty on March 16, 
2015,163 with Solon declaring on June 24, 2015.164 The most recent town to pass a food 
sovereignty ordinance waiving liability, is Bingham, whose voters passed the ordinance 
in a landslide on July 1, 2015.165 
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In addition to Maine, the states of Massachusetts, Vermont, and California also 
now have towns with food sovereignty ordinances. The daring step taken by Sedgwick, 
Maine, to declare food sovereignty has set an example for other towns and states. Many 
homesteaders who are just beginning to deal with food sovereignty are looking to design 
similar ordinances in their own towns. 
I am always shocked when I hear fellow Mainers say they feel that, as sad as the 
loss of local farms are, there is no real necessity to fund farms and homesteads through 
tax breaks and regulations, that raising animals and produce is an archaic practice, one 
that should be left for more lucrative careers. I grew up hearing a lot of anti-agriculture 
comments but lived in a small mill town and felt that it was the culture of the town. When
I went to college in an entirely different part of the state I was flabbergasted to hear 
similar sentiments from a broader spectrum of Mainers. It seems to me that the 
disassociation between what is on the plate and where it came from is so great that only a 
disaster of mass proportions could make people who are opposed to legislative help for 
farmers realize that supportive legislation is indeed necessary.
 Harsh winters in Maine may cause people who don't see the merit in local farms 
to think again. The winter of 2014/2015 was considered one of the most severe for the 
Eastern seaboard, with arctic cold blasts, thick ice coverings, and heavy amounts of snow
that caused transportation shut downs. This weather led to empty store shelves and Maine
consumers scrambling to find basic essentials. By contrast, we were able to walk out our 
back door to collect eggs, pull bacon out of the freezer, and open a jar of applesauce 
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while we waited for fresh bread to cool. Were non-homesteaders  prepared in a similar 
fashion? Possibly, but one can assume that the larder of a homesteader could easily 
outlast such a short-term predicament and even possibly provide shares to others. 
The ability for this preparedness on the part of the homesteader hinges on the 
town's and state's ability to help support the food sovereignty and security necessary 
through laws and regulations. We are fortunate that our town has very few laws 
regulating growing produce and raising animals within town limits, but Norridgewock 
has yet to enact a food sovereignty ordinance, leaving us with the possibility of increased 
state and federal regulations. While there are ways to work around some regulations 
through bartering and sharing with others, legislative support is a necessity in order to 
help bolster the food web in Maine's communities. Located far from natural food hubs 
leaves Maine in a fragile state when it comes to relying on conventional food production 
and transportation modes. Legislation that supports local farms can strengthen the health 
and the appeal of rural Maine. 
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CHAPTER FIVE:
SELF-SUFFICIENCY: COMMUNITY AND TECHNOLOGY
The three story colonial building that serves as the Masonic Lodge is fully 
renovated. It's a beautiful piece of architectural work with clean and simple lines. 
Underneath the granite arches that frame the doorway, I open the glass doors carefully 
to prevent the younger kids playing in the entrance from slipping out and give space for 
my husband to carry in our daughter, nestled in her car seat. We wait to pass through the 
entry way as a pony-tailed girl does a cartwheel. Outside the wind is howling and winter 
peeks around the corner. It seems the Skowhegan Farmer's Market couldn't have picked a
better time to move indoors for the winter. 
I glance around the room, taking stock of what vendors are there and who is 
missing. There is always a slight shift from summer market to winter market, and I would
have to plan my shopping accordingly. It seems like there has been fewer changes this 
year than last during the seasonal swap over. As a matter of fact, the only noticeable 
change is a friend of my husband's finally making her triumphant return to the market 
after having taken a hiatus from her artisinal cheese making business to deal with a 
private matter. Seeing Amy back put a huge smile on my face as it opened up many 
cooking and baking options. She was the only vendor with ricotta, a must for so many 
meals. I saw on her creamery's website that she planned on having some of her hard 
cheeses at the farmer's market as well, but it looked as if she was sold out of those 
already. As we made our way over to visit with her, my mind was buzzing with meal plans
for the week. 
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After engaged in small talk and purchasing some smoked ricotta for snacking, we 
made our way around the different stands to purchase what we needed. All the way at the
back of the building, taking up his corresponding place parallel to where he would have 
been in the parking lot during the summer, was Carl, owner and operator of Good Bread.
Carl's pretzels were a must for any regular to take home. He oo'ed and ah'ed over the 
new addition to our family, asked about her older brother, and then started telling us 
stories of when his kids were younger. The week before he was trying to remember the 
address to a website that he had found an interesting story about how to capture wild 
yeast. I've picked Carl's brains for knowledge about baking many times over the years. 
While he makes it all seem so easy, one things has become certain in my discussions with 
him: I don't have the patience for making bread by hand. I will leave that to my bread 
machine and oven to take care of. 
Next we move on to the one stall I always have a hard time leaving. Carrie 
Tessier is a woman who seems to do it all on her homestead, with the help of her husband
and her two girls. The Tessier Farm sells meat from ducks and chickens, turkey and beef, 
and by-products such as lard based soaps and has been our chicken butcher for the past 
two years. Carrie also owns the Somerset Coffee and Tea Company, roasting coffee 
beans on the homestead and creating herbal tea mixes. She loves to play with different 
flavor combinations and will even roast a special batch of coconut crème decaf coffee 
beans if a client of hers is a breastfeeding mom who can't have caffeine. (I may have 
requested this a couple different times.) Carrie's girls sell bracelets at the farmer's 
market and one daughter has just received her own dairy cow as a gift for her tenth 
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birthday. On this visit we were trading pie recipes and I had to give a small lecture on the
necessity of molasses in pumpkin pie. I was a little let down when she told me she had 
planned on using my pumpkin pie recipe for a newsletter she writes, only to find that she 
had misplaced it and didn't find it again until afterward. Having a recipe of mine printed 
out would have been a first. I asked why she didn't just go back on Facebook and copy it 
down again, since I sent it on there. Carrie laughed. She had completely forgotten I had 
sent it over Facebook. 
My husband and I spend a few more minutes talking with the vendors before we 
make our excuses and work our way out of the market. We have a few more errands to do
before we head back home where our washing machine is cleaning a load of sheets, our 
dryer is drying cloth diapers, and one of our two slow-cookers is making easy work of a 
whole chicken. Our small wood stove keeps the cold wind from creeping its way into the 
house. The electric range oven will help heat the kitchen and bake a batch of biscuits to 
go with the chicken. 
While my bread machine and slow-cookers help speed up cooking processes for 
me so that I can do other tasks, buying pretzels and specialty breads from Carl at the 
farmer's market frees up more time as I don't have to worry about making weekend 
snacks. Purchasing cheese from Amy to add to recipes provides an ingredient from an 
animal we don't have space to raise on our land, while the electric dryer tumble dries a 
load of diapers that we cannot fit on our outdoor clotheslines. Out of the multitude of 
things that Carrie does, her homestead's butchering services take care of the last and 
most time consuming step before our chickens make it to “freezer camp,” allowing us 
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more time to put into splitting wood for winter instead of using the axe for splitting 
chicken vertebrae. The technology that we use in our home shares a role with the people 
at our local farmer's market play: both do things that we cannot. 
I love the in-person interaction that we get with the vendors at the farmer's 
market, but there are many days when I can't seek out the helpful tips, tricks, and stories 
that they can share. When we can't ask Carl what yeast makes the best sourdough bread, 
question Carrie about roasting coffee beans at home, or discuss ideas for a new 
cheesecake recipe with Amy, we turn to the internet. Just as our face to face encounters 
with our community offer advice and support, the internet has also become essential to 
our self-sufficiency. Through the past few years, the highs and lows of homesteading has 
taught us one thing in particular: you do not need to “go it alone.” While homesteading 
can be seen as an individual pursuit, it doesn't need to be. Community, technology, and 
the internet aid self-sufficiency and keep homesteaders connected. 
Self-sufficiency and Community
For most lifestyles, whether conventional or alternative, community is a must. For
homesteaders community helps us to support one another, share advice, and expertise. 
The community also helps build momentum to advocate for change through laws, 
regulations, and petitions. For any culture the old adage “It takes a village” is a fit 
description for homesteaders. We reach self-sufficiency through the moderate use of 
machines and modern technology and through the support of like-minded people who 
offer their expertise and support.
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  “Self-sufficiency” is one of the main tenants of homesteading, yet the definition 
varies among homesteaders. Jeffrey Jacob, a member of the Graduate Division of 
Educational Research at the University of Calgary, offers this generic definition of self-
sufficiency in his study of the 1990s homestead movement: 
The self-sufficient [homestead] constitutes a closed loop; disagreeable waste 
has to be retained and reused on site rather than become part of a refuse 
stream that pollutes neighbors' properties.
[Homesteaders] themselves, however, do not always see self-reliance in terms 
of generalized social value, but often define it in more immediate, personal 
terms. Self-sufficiency can be as satisfying as an end in and of itself, rather 
than as a means to the end of planetary sustainability. […] On an individual 
level, self-sufficiency is an escape from all the organizational entanglements 
that are packaged with the urban way of life.166
Jacob's definition of self-sufficiency covers both the environmental and the political 
reasons for homesteaders doing as much as they can on their own property: limited 
pollution produced via a closed-loop ideal and a rejection of consumerism and centralist 
tendencies of an urban lifestyle. It is important to keep in mind that the term “self-
sufficiency,” not the practice, is relatively new. Prior to the 1950s, many homes practiced 
what is today called “self-sufficiency.” With the creation of concentrated feedlots, 
monoculture, and the textile industry, many tasks that had been part of everyday living 
became a “time waster.” “Why do something for yourself when someone else could do it 
more quickly and cheaply?” became the commercialism driven mantra. Once consumers 
started to realize the effects of this type of lifestyle – ironically at the same time that the 
price of goods was going up – many began taking up these tasks once more at home. 
Since home production was no longer the norm, a new term was created to recognize the 
alternative lifestyle.  
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Starting in the 1920s and continuing until his death in 1977, agrarian theorist and 
experimenter Dr. Ralph Borsodi wrote, lectured, and created schools and trial 
communities based on the concepts of creating and maintaining a homestead where one 
was not tied to commercialism. Borsodi's definition of “homesteading” expanded into 
self-sufficient communities, not just isolated farms: “Man is a gregarious animal. He's not
supposed to live in isolation. He should actually live in a community...”167 While some 
homesteaders still prefer self-sufficiency as an isolating, individual concept, most have 
grown to realize that isolation makes turning their motives into attainable goals nearly 
impossible. For our family, self-sufficiency no longer means doing what we can on our 
homestead to provide for ourselves, but now means doing so in conjunction with 
purchasing food and goods from other local growers and artisans through farmer's 
markets and community shared agriculture. Participating in local commerce rather than 
and not mass produced commercialism is a form of providing for one's self which jives 
well with our busy homestead. 
The Internet: The Bridge Between Community and Technology
Homesteading used to allow people time to come together as a community 
through barn-raisings, firewood stacking parties, and harvest days, but modern 
homesteaders are plagued with, for the most part, living too far away and far too busy 
lives to be able to help each other on a seasonal basis. Additionally, many homesteaders I 
know, specifically those around my age, the mid-20s to mid-30s, are in the same 
predicament I am: no family members who can teach me the necessary skills for 
homesteading. While my mother did some canning, it was more as a hobby, and she used 
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outdated methods. I can remember her using wax to seal jams the same way my 
grandmother did, a practice which is now considered very unsafe due to possible 
botulism and mold spores surviving under the wax seal.168 None of my friends grew up in
a canning family, so I had no one else to seek advice from when I started my exploration 
into food preservation. With this gap in information, I turn to resources outside of my 
family. Libraries hold sections containing books on the topics of self-sufficiency and at-
home food preservation, and provide an information source for those who have the time 
to stop in and browse. Aside from gathering information from classes, workshops, and 
agricultural fairs, homesteaders visit other homesteaders who are more practiced with 
food preservation, while networking and building community. Because many 
homesteaders are too busy to take the time to visit others during the hectic food 
preservation season, novices such as myself are turning to the internet. Websites for 
canning jar manufacturers such as Ball offer a small selection of information, extension 
office websites can prove fruitful, and the multitude of forums, blogs, and videos on the 
internet prove helpful.
The advancement of technology since the days of Dr. Ralph Borsodi is 
immeasurable. Out of all the machines on our homestead, our computers are the most 
important, as long as being connected to the internet is a viable option. The disappearance
of grange halls, previously considered the primary network for farmers and 
homesteaders, leaves us needing to build a community of knowledge and support. The 
internet has become the primary means to revive lost skills and build a very active 
community. While we add books regarding homesteading knowledge to our home library 
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often, it is difficult to purchase a book to help with a current project, handle an 
emergency repair, or cope with a sudden illness in the middle of the night. These are the 
times when the internet is a lifesaver, figuratively and literally. Wendy Brown, a southern 
Maine suburban homesteader and author says “[T]he Internet is an amazing tool, 
especially for homesteaders. Much of the knowledge my grandparents had, on everything
from canning to clothes mending, was lost with my parents' generation, and too many 
people in my generation have no idea how to accomplish these tasks. It's even worse for 
my children's generation. Thankfully, someone out there has a video that shows how to 
do those tasks, and we've actually learned some pretty cool skills using the Internet.”169 
When asked if technology was making homesteading easier, Central Maine homesteader 
Heidi Burrows was quick to respond: “Absolutely!! Most valuable resource is a 
computer. Youtube and Google at our finger tips makes learning new skills so easy. 
Facebook and other social network sites makes connecting with other like minded 
individuals a snap.” 
The internet is filled with a variety of blogs encompassing the wide range of 
homesteading options that are out there. Wendy Brown's blog Surviving the Suburbs 
focuses on the family's experiences of having a suburban homestead, helps modern urban
homesteaders find a connection through personal stories, and gives those interested in 
urban homesteading a glimpse into such an alternative lifestyle as she writes about 
everything from skinning rabbits in the backyard to asking the Central Maine Power 
Company's workers for their tree trimmings. Jenna Woginrich, an upstate New York 
homesteader and author, blogs and vlogs (video blogs) at Cold Antler Farm about the 
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experiences of running a one-person homestead in a rural setting. The homesteading 
blogger previously known as “The Frugal Homesteader” has merged her two different 
blogs into one, Farming In My Fifties and Beyond. Many homesteaders use her blog, 
especially those starting “late” in the game and looking towards homesteading as a form 
of retirement. Our blog, The Raymond Homestead, is our personal experiences on a very 
small homestead that includes small children, off-site work, and a substantial stack of 
student loans to repay. Each blog has its own following and produces information for a 
different sub-group of homesteaders. 
Print magazines and their digital counterparts are other sources of information 
homesteaders utilize. Magazines kept for later reference in a home library are limited to 
what's between the covers, while the websites have become massive entities. Exclusive 
blogs, guest posts, commentary from readers, and forums create a network based on the 
periodical. Mother Earth News and Grit both host forums. Even Hobby Farms has a 
forum section on their site, referred to as “The Farm.” Countryside is the only popular 
homesteading magazine that does not host a forum, but it does have an active Facebook 
page where readers can comment on topics posted in the most recent issues and on the 
web. 
Social media has become the easiest method for modern homesteaders to use to 
connect and build a virtual community. Homesteaders from any state can find social 
media groups and pages for a variety of homesteading topics. For Maine alone there are 
numerous pages, including Mainely Feathered Friends, a group for those with or 
interested in raising poultry. Mainers aiming at any level of self-sufficiency can share 
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ideas, labor, products, and more at Maine Self-Sufficiency/Homesteading Cooperative. 
Maine Farmers is a selling, buying, and trading page.  Maine Raw Milk Law is a 
specialized group designed to keep homesteaders, farmers, and the general populace 
informed on current raw milk laws and proposed legislation. National groups such as the 
Friendly Poultry Group and Blogging About Homesteading, Gardening, and 
Homesteading help homesteaders connect nationally. 
Agricultural fairs, such as the Farmington Fair, Skowhegan Fair, and Common 
Ground Fair, farmers' markets, and point-of-sale farm stands are also more accessible 
with the help of social networking. A great example of this is the page on Facebook for 
the Skowhegan Farmers' Market. Regular postings include cancellations, special events 
taking place, guest vendors, and profiles of those selling at the market. From the farmers' 
market page, buyers can link to other local farms and homesteaders like Sawyer's Maple 
Farm, Tessiers' Farm, and Grassland Organics Farm. Not only does the locavore 
community and commitment grow through these connections, but homesteaders find 
themselves with wonderful resources to tap into. 
Maine Farmland Trust is a prominent example of how homesteaders in Maine 
utilize the internet as a source of inspiration and information for attaining their 
homesteading goals. Created in 1999, Maine Farmland Trust is an organization protecting
farmland through projects and land trusts and has grown to help farms remain successful, 
secure land, and educate the public on the necessity of farmland. Close to one-third of all 
Maine farmland in production, roughly 400,000 acres, will be for sale within the next five
years. In a time when land prices are rising, Maine Farmland Trust recommends 
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agricultural easement as a way to permanently protect farmland and keep the cost 
affordable for small farmers and new homesteaders. These easements ensure that the land
remains forever available as farmland and not sold for development.170 Through Maine 
Farmland Trust's Farmlink Program, farmers can sell their land to homesteaders and other
agricultural sorts via specialized web and retail services.171 The work done to connect 
these farmers and would be homesteaders is done primarily through their website. 
Additionally, looking for land with the help of Maine Farmland Trust provides 
homesteaders with a chance to purchase land which would otherwise be out of their 
potential price bracket.
The Addition of Technology
Our homesteading support comes from a community primarily connected to us 
via the internet. Many people we have spoken to, e-mailed back and forth with, and have 
sought help from have never met us in person. When we look for our next homestead, it 
is very likely that we will work with the Maine Farmland Trust through their website. 
Both our homesteading community and eventual search for a new home via the internet 
are two examples of how integral technology is to our homestead. A self-sufficiency 
advocate, Borsodi stated that the ideal concept of homesteading and self-sufficiency 
embraced technology that proved helpful, not destructive, to a lifestyle of simplicity and 
autonomy. Borsodi claims that civilization has forgotten that the concept of machines is 
to make life easier. Instead, technology has been used as a tool for mass production: “For 
this civilization, instead of using machines to free its finest spirits for the pursuit of 
beauty, uses machines mainly to produce factories – factories which only the more surely 
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hinder quality-minded individuals to their warfare upon ugliness, discomfort, and 
misunderstanding.”172 While some homesteaders continue to attempt to follow the 
example of self-sufficiency set by the Nearings and Colemans, one of limited connections
to commercialism and post-industrial technology,173 others have subscribed to the 
concepts that Borsodi advocated nearly ninety years ago, that machines are tools best 
utilized for efficiency, not mass production. Borsodi's explanation from This Ugly 
Civilization is a wonderful illustration of this concept.  
Factory machines, important as they are in our present civilization, are by no 
means the only type of machines which are characteristic of this age of ours. In 
the discussion of this question this other type of machinery is almost invariably 
overlooked. Critics and defenders of the machine age forget that our domestic 
machines include sewing machines, vacuum cleaners, washing machines, 
mangles, refrigerating machines, cake mixers, meat grinders, polishing and 
scrubbing machines, and of course automobiles. In addition, suburbanites and 
farmers use bread mixers, cream separators, fruit presses, steam pressure cookers, 
mechanical churns, automatic pumping systems, lighting plants, saw mills, grist 
mills, all of which are distinctly domestic and not factory machines. [...] ...these 
domestic machines are indubitably machines, often power driven, and they are 
indubitably characteristic of the times; perhaps even increasingly characteristic. 
The industries which are producing these domestic machines are growing rapidly, 
a growth of ominous significance for many non-essential and undesirable 
factories.174 
People looking at living a more sustainable and self-sufficient life forget that the 
machines that they condemn in the factory setting can help them reach their self-
sufficiency goals on the homestead. When machines are utilized appropriately, 
homesteaders not only see greater efficiency but also have the means of partaking in the 
rejuvenating cottage-based industry, which can, in turn, help develop the local economy. 
Water bath canners, sewing machines, washing machines, dryers, electric and gas stoves, 
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dehydrators, tillers, lawn mowers, grinders, and multiple other machines either people-, 
animal-, or electrically-power-driven can be used without detracting from the goals of 
self-sufficiency. 
In a Mother Earth News article, one Maine homesteader claimed that her reasons 
for using machines hinged on the climate of the area: “[C]lothes won't dry here for three 
or more days if left outside, or inside – depending on the wind. We live on an island on 
the coast, so it's quite damp here. A clothes dryer is pretty much of a necessity if you 
want to blend in (at least somewhat) with the rest of humanity.” Similarly, Jacob states in 
New Pioneers that some homesteaders feel that, in order to enjoy things like outings with 
the family, they rely more on the “convenience” of technology than they would like to.175 
Even homesteading model and advocate Wendell Berry has admitted to the necessity of 
machines in order to make the self-sufficient life attainable.176 Other homesteaders have 
no qualms utilizing modern machines. Those homesteaders who use machines to help 
support their homestead opt for more efficient and environmentally sound variants by 
choosing either manually powered tools or energy efficient electric tools. 
The time savings allowed when using machines on the homestead is 
immeasurable. I can have laundry going in the electric washer and a healthy dinner 
cooking in the slow cooker, leaving the afternoon for weeding and de-pesting the garden. 
Storing food for the winter is an activity aided by an electric stove, pressure canner, crock
pot, and freezer, reducing the amount of time needed in preparation. Without these 
inventions I can only do one of the multiple chores that keep a homestead running – for 
example, garden tending or laundry – in the course of an afternoon and then rush to tend 
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to dinner. Using “modern marvels” shortens the time needed for tasks that otherwise tie 
up precious amounts of time on the homestead, allowing for a larger garden and 
adventures into animal husbandry.  
When discussing the beginnings of our homestead, my husband and I were 
intimidated by the goal of being self-sufficient. Having thought that the term primarily 
meant doing what people can for themselves by themselves, we were concerned that we 
had aimed at too lofty of a goal. Bringing very little agricultural experience to our 
homesteading, we might have failed in our effort to feed ourselves entirely from our land.
Lack of knowledge in sewing, weaving, preserving, and other household skills also meant
that we might need to purchase some goods. It looked as though we were doomed to fail 
in our goals. 
After reading about self-sufficiency, I realized that self-sufficiency isn't 
necessarily doing what one can for oneself by oneself, but is more about providing for 
yourself, period. Whether that means doing everything on your own to meet your needs 
or utilizing outside sources, it's providing for yourself. As not everyone has a complete 
skill set to allow for a fully functioning, 100 percent self-sufficient homestead, it can be 
necessary to partake in a self-sufficient society. For instance, I don't have the knowledge, 
time, or space to raise milking cows to provide for our milk and cheese needs. Instead I 
purchase my milk from a local dairy and my cheese from a local artisan. It is money from
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my homestead going to support other homesteads and farms, keeping them available for 
the community and helping to shift the community off an oil-based economy from out of 
state to an in-state local economy. 
Helping to maintain and grow the self-sufficient community, you share 
information on local farms, homesteads, farmers' markets, and community supported 
agriculture shares to friends and family both in person and through the internet, hoping 
that the added network of healthy food choices will help a potential homesteader feel 
more secure in trying a self-sustainable lifestyle. Any form of homesteading brings with it
the constant need to learn and grow in order to utilize resources in an efficient manner 
and often without a moment's notice. This is where the modern homesteaders such as 
ourselves, homesteaders with very little background in animal husbandry, home repair, 
extensive gardening, and first aid, may find it necessary to turn on a computer or smart-
phone and be able to find the information needed for the problem at hand. While books 
are an essential part of our homestead, and we have a very large library, there are always 
gaps in the information that we have on hand. Finding a quick answer has made our 
homesteading venture much easier and safer. Being able to get a hold of our butcher to 
help take care of a mean rooster while holding a crying baby is simple when we can 
contact her through social media. Technology and community are two strong pillars upon 
which our homestead stands.
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CONCLUSION
Each year my husband and I claim that next year will be easier. Once we get the 
gardens fenced in, that will be one less thing to do. Fixing the coop roof will stop the 
leaks that we're always patching up. Closing up the flock and not buying any new birds, 
but hatching our own instead, will decrease money spent at the beginning of every 
season. Getting an earlier start on stacking the firewood will lead to more time for 
canning and winter prep. As each of these projects get checked off the “to do” list, others 
creep in: bathroom renovations due to rotting floors, wood sheds caving in due to last 
winter's snow, and predator deterrence projects, to name a few. Family and friends are 
slowly starting to understand that these projects are part of our livelihood, and that 
without the gardens, woodsheds, and animals, we wouldn't be as nearly as self-sufficient 
as we are. This is not just a phase, but a lifestyle we are building. 
The lack of understanding why we spend so much time and effort in working the 
land, raising our own meat, and doing as much as we can on our own is one of the most 
difficult aspects to deal with in the homesteading lifestyle. Thanks to the research for this 
project, a new network made of other like-minded homesteaders has slowly eclipsed this 
lack of understanding. We have become more open and vocal about our motivations for 
homesteading while building a community and network to educate ourselves regarding 
self-sufficiency skills and animal husbandry. Also, in researching the history of the 
homesteading movement I came to the realization that the lifestyle my husband and I, and
countless other homesteaders, have decided to build is not new, but merely a part of the 
revival of what was once considered ordinary living. 
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What differs homestead from those of previous generations are the primary 
motives we have steering us towards this lifestyle. While the larger society seems to 
accepts GMOs, the fact is that not enough studies have examined their affects on humans 
and the environment. Countries have banned GMO crops due to this lack of knowledge 
and some states in the US have begun to enact legislation that would enforce GMO 
labeling. There is a lack of movement by the national government to enact GMO-labeling
laws. It is our distrust of consuming something as untested and unregulated as GMOs that
has led us to grow the majority of our own food. What we can't grow ourselves, we buy 
from local sources. Purchasing local and growing our own ensures that we are eating 
food that we know will affect our health positively which is preferable to taking the 
unknown risk of consuming unnaturally altered food.
Meats and meat products are also something that we buy locally. Unless otherwise
labeled, meat and meat products from grocery stores and big box stores come from 
CAFOs. The price per pound is welcoming, but the treatment of the animals is appalling. 
In times of financial stress, it is tempting to buy the cheapest meat possible, but the 
knowledge of the animals' lack of space, fresh air, and health make it impossible to justify
eating these animals. The damage that is done to the environment and communities is 
also something that keeps us from buying commercially raised meat. By raising our own 
meat animals, not only does our homestead provide us with food that had a happy, 
healthy life but my husband and I also provide our children with an educational 
experience few kids enjoy in our modern consumer culture. 
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Our son, since the age of three, can recite the entire life cycle of a chicken and is 
more than willing to inform others of what happens to mean roosters. Raising what we 
can and locally purchasing what we can't raise helps to ensure the growth of the local 
food web. What surplus we have we sell to friends and family, providing them with a 
local source of food. The money that we make from our surplus is then put back into the 
local economy as we buy goods. While only a small link, our homestead is helping to 
build food security for ourselves and others in the community, while spreading awareness
of the importance of local foods. Our passion for local food and desire for self-sufficiency
lead us into discussions about food sovereignty with others. If legislation limits local food
sovereignty, that legislation would hinder the local links created by homesteaders and 
small farmers.
Our desire to avoid GMOs and CAFO meat, and to provide for our family means 
that we constantly think about, work on, and plan for the homestead. We spend most of 
the year, from February until mid-October, growing and preserving, raising and 
slaughtering, cutting and stacking wood, fixing and prepping our little homestead for the 
oncoming winter. My thoughts turn to planning out the next year's gardens, the growing 
schedule for the chickens, and working on long-term indoor projects during the colder 
months. I realized a year or so ago that this lifestyle, as rewarding as it is, comes without 
a day off. 
At this point, the chores of homesteading are becoming almost automatic, but 
there always remains the odd problem that sneaks up, something unplanned for that can 
cause chaos and potential setbacks of the progress made on the homestead. When we 
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moved to our homestead in 2008, the threat of avian influenza H5N1, which struck in 
primarily Asiatic countries in 2006, was far enough removed from my mind that I didn't 
once think about it posing a threat to our long term homesteading goals. We're now in our
third year of keeping chickens, and the avian influenza has spread to the United States, 
causing the slaughter of millions of birds. So far the H5N1 virus has not been reported in 
any migratory paths that flow over Maine. 
The media frenzy over H5N1 has diminished to a murmur, making updates on the 
disease difficult to find. Thankfully, the internet became a source to track news regarding 
the avian flu. We're watching the reports like a hawk – pun intended. If there were reports
of avian flu in the migratory path that brings the birds over our homestead, we would 
have to take more severe biosecurity measures. We're already planning on locking in our 
flock starting December 2015, meaning all new birds are hatched here on the homestead, 
from our own stock, and we won't have to purchase any. No new birds enter the flock 
unless they are hatched here in Maine. Without the internet and the network of 
homesteaders that we have found digitally, we would have to rely on word of mouth to 
find out if there have been any reports of avian influenza in Maine, reliance on which 
could prove too late to prevent illness in the flock. With the internet I am able to contact 
other homesteaders and check in with them. I can view migratory maps to see if recent 
avian flu deaths may transmit up here. More importantly, I can research and know the 
signs of the disease in case I come across a sick wild bird or one of our chickens were to 
fall ill, allowing our homestead the ability to take preventative measures. 
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The avian influenza is the perfect example of what people as a whole have faced 
since leaving the lifestyle of hunter-gatherers behind. When our living is reliant on what 
we can raise where we are, and we no longer follow the food as it moves, certain 
problems can arise and the mass deaths of part of our food system is one of these issues. 
For homesteaders, this threat adds to the pressure of dealing with the potential loss of our 
food source as government agencies loom in the background. Will they add more rules, 
regulations, and limitations to what homesteaders can and can't do based on the spread 
and potential threat of avian flu, something that has primarily struck large commercial 
farms? Will Maine follow other states and enact policies to “cleanse” a wide area around 
affected farms via the mass slaughter of birds, killing hundreds of healthy birds as a 
precaution? Or are we far enough off the beaten path here in Maine that there is the 
chance of avoiding the loss of our food sovereignty and our right to raising our own 
animals? 
Despite the problems and projects that are always plaguing us in the least 
opportune times, our lifestyle is something that we have adapted to and that we 
constantly modify. Our motive to eat healthy, to know how our food was raised and what 
chemicals did – or more importantly, did not – go into the process, has given us local 
connections that we would have never made otherwise. We know butchers in the area for 
dressing the various sorts of animals that we could raise. The local farmers are our 
primary food source when we can't grow enough for ourselves. A local dairy farm 
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provides us with milk and yogurt. Each of these places we can visit, explore, and learn 
from. Our children can learn where their food comes from first hand, whether on our 
property or at another homestead. 
Homesteading was once the norm for the American family. When we consider the
larger picture, we see homesteading as the basis for the health of the land and consumer, 
food security and sovereignty, and method to rebuild community.  While my family is not
100 percent self-sufficient, I feel that we are coming close to the two-thirds that Dr. Ralph
Borsodi claims is possible. Utilizing local sources and what our own land can provide, we
have a much stronger sense of food security and sovereignty than many in our state seem 
to have. Self-sufficiency is something we work towards on a daily, monthly, and yearly 
basis. The homesteading lifestyle is not a life of ease, but one that can make things easier 
in more difficult times through preparation and knowledge. Homesteading is a lifestyle 
that my husband and I started well before our children were born and one that we are 
hoping to pass along to them. 
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APPENDIX A: MAPS
The following maps are provide to help readers of this project/thesis orient 
themselves with the towns discussed. Original maps are property of Google.com and 
have been edited to help locate places listed in this project/thesis. 
Figure 1. Norridgewock Area – This map of the area surrounding our homestead, 
located in Norridgewock. 
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Figure 2. Local Resources – Our homestead is located in the town of Norridgewock. 
This map shows some of the local farms and services that we use to help us with our self-
sufficiency goals. 
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APPENDIX B: SURVEY
The following is a copy of the questionnaire used to gather information from 
homesteaders for this research. The questionnaire was posted at 
http://homesteadthesis.thatraymond.com. All entered questionnaires went directly to the 
researcher from the website via e-mail. 
Many of the questions asked in the survey were no longer applicable to the final 
version of this project/thesis.  As of October 2015, the website that the survey was hosted 
on has since been discontinued. 
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Questionnaire
Personal Information
Number of people in your household: ___
How many people in your household are under 18?___
What is your highest level of education?
___ Below grade 8
___ High school freshman/sophomore/junior
___ High school graduate
___ Some college
___ 2-year college degree
___ 4-year college degree
___ Graduate degree
___ Post-graduate degree
What is the highest level of education of your spouse/partner?
___ Below grade 8
___ High school freshman/sophmore/junior
___ High school graduate
___ Some college
___ 2-year college degree
___ 4-year college degree
___ Graduate degree
___ Post-graduate degree
Please select the income level for the entire household.
___ $0 - $19,999
___ $20,000 - $29,999
___ $30,000 - $39,999
___ $40,000 - $49,999
___ $50,000 - $59,999
___ $60,000 - $69,999
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___ $70,000 - $79,999
___ $80,000 - $89,999
___ $90,000 - $99,999
___ $100,000 - $124,999
___ $250,000 and above
___ Prefer not to answer
How many members of your household are old enough to vote?___
Please mark the number of legal voters in the household that affiliate with each party:
Registered Democrat: ___
Unregistered Democrat: ___
Registered Republican: ___
Unregistered Republican: ___
Registered Independent: ___
Unregistered Independent: ___
Libertarian: ___
Liberal: ___
Green Party: ___
Tea Party:___ 
Do all members of your household help on the homestead?
Please explain the roles that each family member has on the homestead.
What are your reasons for homesteading/being self-sufficient? (Check all that apply.)
___Protecting the environment
___Creating a smaller carbon footprint
___Religious/Spiritual concerns
___Political
___Just wanting a more simple life style
___Food security
___Other
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Feel free to explain further...
If you had to write up a definition of "homesteading," what would it be?
What would your definition of "back-to-the-land" be?
Homestead Information
Where is your homestead located? 
Town: ____________ County: ____________ State: ____________ 
Are you originally from the area you now live?
___Yes ___No
Why did you choose this area to have your homestead in?
Do you rent or own the property? 
___Own outright ___Mortgage ___Rent ___Rent to own ___Other
Build date of primary building: 
What is the square footage of the home? ___square feet
Lot size: ___acres
Land type and contents (check all that apply):
___Wood lot
___Stream
___Animal pasture
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___Pond
___Unused field 
Buildings on the property (check all that apply):
___Barn(s)
___Stable
___Outhouse
___Shed(s)
___Milk house
___Greenhouse(s)
___Other: 
Sources of heat/hot water:
___Wood
___Oil
___Gas
___Passive Solar
___Thermodynamic
___Pellet Stove
___Electric Heat
Sources of electricity:
___Connected to the grid
___Personal Solar Power
___Personal Hydro Power
___Personal Wind Power
___Community Solar Power
___Community Hydro Power
___Community Wind Power
Please check off all the following machines that you use on your homestead.
 ___Chainsaw(s) ___Manual wood splitter ___Gas wood splitter ___Electric wood 
splitter
___Manual washing machine ___Electric/Gas washing machine ___Wringer washer 
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___Clothesline ___Electric/Gas Dryer ___Wood cook stove ___Gas cook stove 
___Electric stove ___Microwave oven ___Toaster ___Toaster oven ___Electric sewing 
machine ___Pedal powered sewing machine
___Crank powered sewing machine ___Combo refrigerator/freezer ___Chest freezer 
___Standing freezer ___Snowblower ___Air conditioner
Please check off all of the automobiles used on your homestead.
___Small truck (i.e. Ford Ranger, Chevy S10) ___Mid-sized truck (i.e. Toyota Tacoma, 
Dodge Dakota) ___Full size truck (i.e. F250, Chevy Silverado) ___Other
List all tractors on the homestead: 
Livestock
Check all animals that you raise on your homestead, even seasonally.
POULTY:
___Chickens: Layers ___Chickens: Broilers ___Geese
___Ducks ___Turkeys ___Guinea Hens ___Other
RABBITS:
___Meat ___Fur
GOATS: 
___Meat ___Fur ___Milk
CATTLE:
___Meat ___Milk
SHEEP:
___Meat ___Fur ___Milk
ALPACA:
___Fur ___Milk
OTHER:
Do you sell meat raised on your property for income?
___Yes ___No
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Do you barter or give meat to family and friends?
___Yes ___No
Do you process your own meat or send the animals off the homestead for processing? 
___Process 5 – 25% on the homestead
___Process 25 – 50% on the homestead
___Process 50 – 75% on the homestead
___Process 75 – 90% on the homestead
___All processing is done on the homestead
___All processing is done off-site
If processing is done off-site, please provide the name/establishment you use.
Name of processor or business: 
Telephone number: 
Address: 
Web Page:
What methods do you use for storing your meat?
___Canning ___Freezing ___Drying
Gardening/Produce
Does your homestead gardening consist of any of the following? Check all that apply.
___Hills and rows method
___Raised beds
___Potted plants
___Trellises
___Square foot method
___Sistering/combination planting
___Grow Biointensive method
___French intensive / double digging method
___Biodynamic method
Where do you purchase your seeds?
___Johnny's Seeds
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___FedCo
___Park Seed
___Burpee
___Local big box store
___Local hardware store
___Local farmers
___Self collected
For any plants transplanted into the garden, do you purchase your seedlings, start your 
own, or do a combination? 
___Purchase ___Started at home ___Combination
What type of produce do you grow? (Not including trees/shrubs.) Please check all that 
apply.
___Alfalfa ___Articoke ___Argula ___Asian Greens ___Barley
___Basil ___Beans ___Beets ___Broccoli ___Brussels Sprouts
___Buckwheat ___Burdock ___Cabbage ___Cantaloupe ___Carrots
___Cauliflower ___Celery ___Celeriac ___Chard ___Chinese Cabbage
___Chives ___Cilantro ___Clovers ___Collards ___Corn
___Cucumbers ___Daikon ___Dill ___Edamame ___Eggplant
___Endive ___Fave Beans ___Fennel ___Hot Peppers ___Kale
___Kohlrabi ___Lavender ___Leeks ___Lemongrass ___Lettuce
___Marigolds ___Marjoram ___Muskmelon ___Mustards ___Oats
___Okra ___Onions ___Oregano ___Parsley ___Parsnip
___Peas ___Peppers (Bell) ___Popcorn ___Potatoes ___Pumpkins
___Raab ___Radicchio ___Radishes ___Rice ___Rosemary
___Rye ___Sage ___Savory ___Scallions ___Shallots
___Squash – Summer ___Squash – Winter ___Stevia ___Sunchokes ___Thyme
___Timothy ___Tomatillo ___Tomatoes ___Turnips ___Verbana
___Watermelon ___Wheat ___Zucchini
Other: 
What types of trees/shrubs have you planted or came with your homestead?
Please check all that apply.
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___Apple ___Apricot ___Asian Pear ___Asparagus ___Bayberry
___Bee Balm ___Blackberry ___Blueberry ___Catmint ___Cherry
___Chokeberry ___Cider Apple ___Comfrey ___Crabapple ___Cranberry
___Dahlia ___Dogwood ___Echinacea ___Elderberry ___Ferns
___Foxglove ___Ginger ___Gingko ___Grape ___Hazelnut
___Heather ___Hibiscus ___Hickory ___Hollyhock ___Hollyberry
___Hops ___Horseradish ___Hyssop ___Iris __Juneberry
___Kiwi ___Lavender ___Lilac ___Lingonberry ___Maple
___Mulberry ___Peach ___Pear ___Peony ___Plum
___Raspberry ___Rhubarb ___Rose ___Serviceberry ___Skullcap
___Snowberry ___Strawberry ___Valerian ___Willow ___Witchhazel
Other: 
What type of fertilizer do you use on your gardens?
___Chemical ___Organic ___None
What methods do you use for storing your fruits/vegetables/roots?
___Canning ___Freezing ___Drying ___Sandbox
What percentage of produce consumed in the home is raised on your homestead?
___Between 5 – 25%
___Between 25 – 50%
___Between 50 – 75%
___Between75 – 90%
___All produced is raised on the homestead
Education on Homesteading
Please check all of the following sources that you use in finding information about 
homesteading. None of the listed magazines, websites, or authors have direct connection 
with the researcher or the University of Maine. They are only mentioned as well known 
sources of information regarding the subject.
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Magazines
___Grit ___Countryside ___Hobby Farm ___Mother Earth News
___Backwoods Home ___Small Farm Today ___Down to the Roots
___Other: 
Blogs
___5 Acres and A Dream: http://www.5acresandadream.com/
___Choosing Voluntary Simplicity: http://www.choosingvoluntarysimplicity.com/
___Cold Antler Farm: http://coldantlerfarm.blogspot.com/
___Frugal Homesteading Blog: http://frugalhomesteading.com/blog/
___Homesteading in Maine: http://homesteadinginmaine.blogspot.com/
___Little House in the Suburbs: http://littlehouseinthesuburbs.com/
___The Modern Homestead: http://themodernhomestead.com/
___Savvy Homemade: http://www.savvyhomemade.com/
___Surviving the Suburbs: http://happilyhome.blogspot.com/
 ___Other: 
Authors
___Helen and Scott Nearing
___Eliot Coleman
___Jenna Woginrich
___Steve Solomon
___RJ Ruppenthal
___Brett L. Markham
___Bernie Carr
___Amelia Barrows
___Other: 
Are there any additional resources that you turn to for information and support regarding 
your homestead? 
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Miscellaneous
Do you shop at you local farmers' market?
___Yes ___No ___There are no farmers' markets near me.
Roughly how much do you spend monthly at your local farmers' market?
How far do you travel to get to your local farmers' market?
Are you signed up with a local CSA (community supported agriculture) program?
Do you use space in a community garden?
Politics - Nation Wide
What are you thoughts on the state of energy dependence in the United States as a nation 
today? Do you feel that we are moving in the right direction, wrong direction, or are 
stagnant? Are there any specific things that you are for or against regarding energy 
creation, use, and/or distribution?
***
Are you for or against the forced labeling nationally of genetically modified organisms 
(GMOs)?
___In favor ___Against ___Undecided
Additional thoughts on you may have about the nation wide movement to label GMOs: 
***
Have you heard of the "Save America's Pollinators Act" that would require the EPA to 
pull bee-toxic neonicotinoid pesticides from the market until their safety is proven?
___Yes ___No
Are you for or against the act?
___In favor ___Against ___Undecided
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Additional thoughts on the "Save America's Pollinators Act": 
****
The USDA is currently working to allow more "fast-track" processing of approvals for 
genetically engineered (GE) seeds and products. This would cut the petition time with the
Animal Plant and Health Inspection Service (APHIS) for new GE seeds and products in 
half, allowing quicker entry into the market. Are you aware of this current attempt to 
"fast-track" GE products onto the market?
___Yes ___No
Are you in favor of creating a "fast-track" way to allow GE seeds to be entered more 
quickly and easily into the mainstream markets?
___In favor ___Against ___Undecided
Would you prefer to see all GE seeds requiring a clear label that would allow the 
consumer to know that they were genetically modified?
___Yes ___No ___Undecided
Do you feel that GE seeds are a risk - through contamination or other wise - to heirloom 
and non-genetically modified seeds?
___Yes ___No ___Undecided
Additional thoughts on the USDA's fast-track processing of allowing GE seeds and plants
into the market: 
Politics - MAINERS ONLY
If you are not a resident of Maine, please skip to the bottom of the page to the section 
marked "THANK YOU."
Are you aware of the gas line currently being constructed from Richmond to Madison? 
___Yes ___No
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Are you in favor of the gas line that is currently being constructed from Richmond to 
Madison?
 ___Yes ___No ___Undecided
Additional thoughts on the gas line that is currently being constructed through Central 
Maine: 
***
Are you aware of the current (in the past few years) reawakening of the idea to create an 
East-West Corridor through Maine from the Canadian border to Calais?  Yes No
Are you in favor of the East-West Corridor that is proposed to run from the Canadian 
border to Calais? ___Yes___No___Undecided
Additional thoughts on the East-West Corridor that is proposed to travel through Maine: 
***
Are you aware that in 2012 Maine passed into law a bill (LD 718) that will put into place 
the labeling of GMOs after other additional states pass similar labeling laws?
___Yes___No
This bill will not go into effect unless other states follow suit and pass similar measures, 
including New Hampshire, the only state to share a border with Maine. These restrictions 
are...
___...too severe. The law needs to not take into consideration other states' decisions.
___ ...too conservative. Maine needs to let others lead the way to ensure that the wrong 
decision is not being made.
___...appropriate.
Additional thoughts on GMO labeling in Maine: 
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***
This past year the Maine state Legislature unanimously approved LD 902 which will 
phase out the toxic chemical bisphenol-A (BPA) in infant formula packaging and baby 
food packaging. Are you in favor of this law?
___In favor ___Against ___Undecided
LD 1181, which would require major food manufacturers to disclose their use of BPA in 
jar and can linings, was vetoed by Govenor LePage. Are you in favor for or against a law 
that would require the labeling of cans and jars - including baby food - that contain BPA?
___In favor___Against ___Undecided
Additional thoughts on BPA labeling in Maine: 
***
Are there any additional political issues in Maine that you feel effect your homestead 
and/or homesteading lifestyle that have not been mentioned in this survey? Please feel 
free to explain.
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APPENDIX C: SOCIAL MEDIA PAGES AND WEBSITE LINKS
This list is comprised of social media pages and websites that have been 
referenced in Chapter 5. 
Blogs
Cold Antler Farm - http://coldantlerfarm.blogspot.com/
Farming In My Fifties and Beyond - http://www.farminginmyfifties.com/
Surviving the Suburbs - http://happilyhome.blogspot.com/
The Raymond Homestead - http://multifarious.thatraymond.com
Magazine Websites and Forums
Country Side - https://www.FB.com/CountrysideMagazine
Grit - http://www.grit.com/
Hobby Farms - http://www.hobbyfarms.com/community.aspx
Mother Earth News - https://www.motherearthnews.com
Social Media
Blogging About Homesteading, Gardening, and Homesteading- https://www.FB.com/
groups/828738230520450/?ref=bookmarks
Friendly Poultry Group - https://www.FB.com/groups/636920279734955/?
ref=bookmarks
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Grassland Organics Farm - https://www.FB.com/pages/Grassland-Organic-
Farm/291248276954 
Maine Farmers - https://www.FB.com/groups/373671079428280/?ref=browser
Maine Raw Milk Law - https://www.FB.com/groups/849860841754727/?ref=browser
Maine Self-Sufficiency/Homesteading Cooperative - https://www.FB.com/groups/
546853678714379/?ref=bookmarks
Mainely Feathered Friends - https://www.FB.com/groups/549700098459559/ 
ref=bookmarks
Sawyer's Maple Farm - https://www.facebook.com/SawyersMapleFarm
Skowhegan Farmers' Market - https://www.FB.com/pages/Skowhegan-Farmers-
Market/308404688272
Tessiers' Farm - https://www.FB.com/TessiersFarm
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